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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Problem 
Available at the Massachusetts Department o.f' Educa-
tion are ninety-seven stories, each of which has been select-
ed by a prominent person as his favorite. This series has 
been recorded by the Frederic w. Ziv, Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
It is the purpose of this paper to synopsize and evaluate 
each ~orit~ Storx recording . 
Justification for Study 
Due to the influence of radio, records and television, 
the modern child has become admirably conditioned for learn-
ing through audio-visual aids. For years now, educational 
psychologists tell us , it has been known that many children 
are touch-minded; others, sight-minded; and still others , 
ear-minded. Aware of these facts are our many universities 
and state schools that have built up extensive audio-visual 
departments . The latter are an answer to the need or, better, 
the challenge of the student of today to be offered something 
better than the dull and unimaginative instruction of the 
conventional method. One of the reasons most teachers are 
unable to accept this challenge is that with their busy daily 
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number in the Fayorite Story series, available as recordings 
or tapes at the Massachusetts Department ot Education, Audio-
Visual Department. From the traditional favorites like Tom 
-
Sawyer, these dramatizations range to the classics like 
David Copperfield and to little known short-stories like 
~Glass Eye. There are historical pieces, suc.h as, Mary 
~ueen ~Scots; adventure stories of the type of Moby ~; 
and mystery stories like the Suicide ~· Excerpts froni 
novels like Vanity !!it and short, short stories like de Mau-
passant's !h! Piece of String are adapted without losing much 
of their effectiveness. In short, in this group of stories 
we find every type of English writing: the poem, the play, 
the novel, the satire, the drama--to mention a few. 
Limitations 
In preparing the evaluations and synopses of the 
Favorite Story series, the writer is well aware of the limi-
tations of her endeavor and makes no attempt to minimize or 
gloss over them. However, when we consider the fact that at 
present neither the Ziv Company, manufacturers of the Favor-
~ Story series, nor the Massachusetts State Department of 
Education has anything more than a mere listing by title of 
the series, we can see the worth of the synopses as a con-
venient means of saving time and as a handy reference as to 
content. 
'3 




the story should be studied. 
Final l y , the procedure already described will show 
whether the evaluations have any validity. 
8 
CHAPrER II 
SUM1~Y OF PAST RESEARCH 
Introductory Note 
Careful research and extensive reading have revealed 
many interesting approaches to the subject of recordings· 
and their use as educational tools. How, then, can we 
sort out and clarify this information?. 
·The moat logical procedure , it seems, would be to 
define recordings, and then to point out what justifies~ 
tion there is for their stu dy. At this point , a report 
on t he prevalence of recordings used f or instructional 
purposes would fo llow naturally. 
Next, it would be proper to concern ourselves with 
the sources of recordings, their uses and values. How, 
for example , is the recording compared and contraated 
with rarlio? What norma can we establish for appraising 
and evaluating the content and quality of recordings?· 
Of further practical benefit, we can supply sugges-
tions f or t be choice and care of equipment, and conclude 
by s ummarizing what has been recorded in Literature and 
Drama, with particular reference to the Favorite Story 
Series. 
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I. Recordings Defined 
No less an authority than the Federal Communications 
Commission provides us with an acceptable definition for a 
recording.!/ 
"The terms 'records', 'recordings', 'transcriptions' 
and 'transcribed programs' are often used interchangeably, 
though there is some distinction that should be mentioned. 
The Federal Communications Commission indicates that 
transcriptions are made for broadcast purposes only and 
for sale to radio stations, while records are for sale 
to the general public. 
"The usual phonograph record, which rotates at 
?8 revolutions per minute, is ten to twelve inches in 
diameter and contains approximately four minutes of 
~rogram material on one side. The fidelity of these 
records (the faithfulness with Which they reproduce 
sound) is inferior to that of the radio transcription. 
Frequently the needle scratch or surface noise i s quite 
noticeable. 
"Transcriptions rotate at a speed of 33 1/3 rpm 
and they carry 15 to 16 minutes of program time depend-
ing upon the lines cut per inch. The surface noise 
is generally slight though it increases with the wear 
and tear of the transcription. Tests have shown the.t 
to the average listener's ear the high quality of these 
transcriptions makes them practically indistinguishable 
rrom the live broadcast. In 1941 more than. 30 per cent 
of all broadcast time was devoted to records and tran-
scriptions. Today that percentage is much greater." 
Note: Hereafter, in this paper, "recording" will be used synony-
mously with "transcription"; the expression "transcribed 
program" will not be used. 
II. Authority for the Study of Recordings 
Educators agree that Audio-Visual materials have 
proved of inestimable value in teaching.~ Their most recent 
1/Levenaon, William and Tyler, I. Keith, Teaching Through 
~adio, Rinehart and Company, Inc., New York,N.Y., 1945, p. 6?. 
~ "Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction," The Forty-Eighth 
Yearbook of !h! National Society!££ .~ Study of Education, 
1949,_ p. 255. 
_[) 
conclusions have been itemized as follows 1: 
"1. Audio-visual material s of instruction supply 
a concrete basis for conceptual thirucing and hence 
reduce meaningl ess word responses of students. 
"2. They have a high degree of lnterest for students . 
"3. They supply the necessary bnsis for developmental 
learning and hence make learning morE, permanent. 
"4.· They offer a reality of exp~,rience which stimu-
lates self-activity on the part of the pupils. 
"5. They contribute to growth ojr meaning and hence 
to vocabulary development . 
"6. They provide experiences no1i easily secured by 
other materials and contribute to tho efficiency, depth, 
and variety of learning ." 
Recordings are definitely part of the audio-visual 
lllSiterials recommended in the preceding lif,ting. Indeed, one 
of the effective media in teaching is the recording. Accord-
y' 
ing to Paul Reed the recording, like tho motion picture 
and other audio-visual techniques, producos best teaching 
results. He says: 
"In fact, as an instructional tc>ol, the transcrip-
tion has much in common with the motlon picture and 
other materials of instruction. Pra<~tices that produce 
beat teaching results are common to 1111. Speaking 
particularly of transcriptions and m()tion pictures, 
both should be stimulating experienc•~s productive to 
clearer understandings and meanings leading to desirable 
attitudes, worthwhile habits, or meaningful generaliza-
tions. Pupils should be ready for the experiences." 
Addi tiona.l justifica:tion for the sit;udy of the recording 
y Reed, Paul, Experience Transcribed, New York State Depart-
ment of Education, Albany, N.Y., April, 1941, p. 255· 
y 
is found in the remarks of Donald L. Cherry who points out 
that the recording brings life and drama, with stimulation 
to critical thought, to the classroom, helping both teacher 
and student. 
As a check on the influence of such authorities as 
Levenson and Cherry, it might be of interest to note next 
how the school systems throughout the country illustrate 
this faith in the recording. 
"The U.s. Office of Education survey of 1936 
showed that approximately 40 per cent of the schools 
surveyed used phonograph records. Seerley Reid's 
survey of audio equipment in Ohio showed that 37 per 
cent of the schools of that state were equipped for 
playing records. Only 31 per cent of the rural schools 
had such equipment, but 53 per cent of urban schools 
were so equipped. Of the one-room rural schools only 
6 per cent had the basic equipment. Nearly all of the 
schools stated that their equipment would handle 10-
inch and 12-inch records at 78 rpm, but only a fifth 
of them could play transcriptions at 33 1/3 rpm on 
16-inch records. The more recent U.S. Office of 
Education survey revealed that the standard speed 
phonograph is second only to the radio in amount of 
audio equipment owned by schools. The survey brought 
out the fact that as the in-school program expanda 
the need !i7 such equ~pment becomes more and more 
pro nounced!:f 
H~ving weighed these findings of the U.S. Office of 
Education, we can safely assume t hat twenty per cent of 
the schools using audio-aids can play recordings as dis-
tinguished from recorda. To some readers this may seem to 
be an impressive percentage; to others it may tend to minimize 
1( Cherry, Donald L., "Recordings in the Social Science Class-
room," Federal Radio Education Committee, Washington, November 
24, 1941, P• 4· 
. , 
-~/ ~nder, James s., Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques, 
American Book Company, BOston, Mass., 1950, p:-510. 
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the importance of the recording . The writer is inclined 
to disagree with the latter opinion because of a firm 
conviction that those responsible for audio - visual programs 
very often are not aware of the many sources for this very 
valuable instructional aid . If we feel there is any merit 
in this charge, it is fitting at this point to provide 
proof that the sources for re~ordings are numerous. 
III . Sources for Recordings 
The following advice should prove most helpful to 
those who are unfamiliar with sources for recordings : 
"A good way to begin the selection of recorded 
materials is to examine the bulletin published by 
the Recording Division of the New York University 
Film Library , entitled A Catalo!ue of Selected 
Educational Recor d ings.- The bu Ie tin includes a 
subject index of recorded materials, brief notes , 
and a price list. 
"Several teacher organizations have compiled 
sources of recordings for use in specific fields. 
Among these groups are tbe National Council of 
Teachers of English and the American Association 
of Teachers of French. 
"The Federal Radio Education Committee is out -
standing as a clearing house for educational radio 
information . Its publication ' Transcription Ser-
vice for Schools ' should be in the hands of all 
teachers who are interes ted in the classroom use 
of recordings. The booklet contains a l ist of 
transcriptions available for sale or for loan, and 
in addition it presents sources of information on 
educational recordings and equipment. 
"At least two other nonprofit organizations 
have made significant contributions in this field , 
the Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, 41 
East 42nd Street, New York City, and the Evaluation 
of School Broadcasts, at Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio • 
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"The latter organizat ion has conducted an 
intens ive appraisal study of educational record-
ings . Sever al hundred recorded programs s uit-
able for school use have been audited and apprais-
ed by the Ohio State staff . A list of these 
recordings a nd an Lndication of their contents 
are available in the publication1·~Recordinga for School Use ' by J . Robert Miles ."::/ 
Kindergj, while not as s pecific as Levenson in pro-
viding us with sources of recordings , does offer the follow-
ing interesting observations : 
11Sources of Recordings and Transcriptions. 
Records are available from many sources inclualng 
several governmental agencies, national network 
broadcasting companies , social agencies , univer-
sities, teachers ' organizations , such as t he 
National Council of Teachers of English, local 
broadcasting stations, and publishing companies. 
"In addition to these sources , there is the 
school itself . Many teachers and pupil s have 
made e xce llent recordings and transcripti ons of 
their own work, which have great usefulness with 
suc ceeding c las ses . The possibi lities of schools 
arranging to exchange these r ecordings with each 
other is l ntriguing . A school which has made a 
fine recording of the Ge ttysburg Addr ess might 
exchange it for a musical recording from another 
school. The educational values of such an 
arrangement would be great ." 
From various sources t he writer has personally com-
piled the followlng list of sources of recordings that is 
bound to be he l pful : 
Educational Radio Script and Transcription 
Exchange, Federal Radio Education Co~ttee, United 
States Office of Education, Washington, 25 , D.C. 
1/ Leve;s;n~ Tyler , ~· cit . , p . 274 . 
5I Kinder, 2E• cit. , p . 517 . 
North American Service of the French Broad-
casting System, 501 Madison Ave., New York , 23, N.Y. 
United States Treasury Department, Washing-
ton , 25, D.C. 
U.S. War Department, Recruiting Publicity 
Bureau, Governors I s l and , N.Y. 
u.s. Department of Agriculture, Farm Credit 
Administration, Washington , 25 , D. C. 
u.s . Department of Agriculture, Forest Serv-
ice, 623 N. Second St., Milwaukee,3, Wisconsin. 
Royal Norwegian Information Services, 630 
Rockefeller Plaza, Room 1825, New York , 20, N.Y. 
National Health Foundation, 1520 Race St., 
Philadelphia, 2 , Pennsylvania. 
Ne therlands Information Bureau , Ne t herlands 
Museum, Holland, Michigan . 
Traini ng Aids, Inc. , 7414 Beverly Blvd., Los 
Ange l es , Calif. 
Citizens Committee on Displaced Persons, 39 
E. 36th. St., Los Angeles, 15 , Calif. 
Institute for Democratic Education, 415 Lex-
ington Ave., New York , 17, N.Y. 
Masterpiece Reproducti on Socie ty , 667 Madi son 
Ave ., New York 21, N.Y. 
British Broadcasting Corp ., 630 Fifth Ave., 
New York, 20, N.Y. 
Gloria Chandler Recor dings , Inc., Box 1112, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N.J. 
World Book Company, Yonkers, New Yor k 
Radio Transcription Company of America, Ltd., 
Hollywood, Calif. 
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Turning from this long list of sources, the next 
logical step in our research would seem to be the uses we 
can make of these recordings. 
IV. Uses of Recordings in School 
Apropos of the use of recordings, Levenson and 
Stasheff!( have this advice to give: 
"Before using a recording, it is essential for 
the teacher to understand the purposes of the pro -
gram. The length of the program also is important 
to her, as is the quality of the performance, the 
appeal to pupil interest, and the authenticity of 
the information presented. It is frequently diff-
icult to tell at what point fact ends and fiction 
begins. Before a teacher can presume to contribute 
authentic materials to the class, she should have 
a fairly good idea of the sources responsible for 
the recorded broadcast. As in selecting other 
teaching aids, an important criterion is the rela-
tionship of the recorded material to the education-
al objective the teacher has in mind. Unless the 
recording presented has a bearing upon classroom 
work, the time spent is hardly productive." 
When a teacher, then, uses audio-visual materials, 
he should strive for. the best results . Woelfel and Tyl..erY 
offer suggestions for obtaining maximum effectiveness in 
using recordings: 
"Select programs which are appropriate in the 
content and production of the maturity level of the 
classes. 
!7 Levenson , William and Stasheff, Edward, Teaching Thro~h 
Radio and Television, Rinehart and Co., Inc. New YOrk, N. • , 
l952, p:-368. 
2/ woefel, Norman and Tyler, I. Keith, Radio and the School, 
World Book Co., Yonker-on-the-Hudson, N.Y. , 1945 ,-p: 206. 
1.6 
"Know how to use record-playing equipment so 
as to obtain t he best quality of presentation. 
"Make your students ' psychologically ready' 
for the listening experience . 
"Prepare your students for the event, the 
drama , the poetry or the personality to be pre-
sented. In a half-hour dramatization, this is 
less important (for it establishes its own con-
textual setting), but f or five minute 's illus-
trative or documentary program, preparation is 
necessary. 
"Activate the possibl e follow-up activities. 
Note the leads or cues during the program which 
can promote further discussion and investigation . 
Such fo l low-up ac t ivities call for encouragement 
and guidance by the t e achers ." 
Echoing the suggestions to teachers jus t outlined is 
the advice of Kinder!/, who sums up the effective use of 
r ecordings in the following fashion: 
"Recor dings and transcript ions ar e not auto -
matic teachers. They are materials to be taught. 
The i r use must be carefully planned and integrated 
with the t otal educati onal pattern. There is no 
one way of using them. Use will depend upon pur-
poses, subject, age and ability of students and 
other factors. There are poor t extbooks , pi ctures , 
and films. These audio materials may be used for 
supplying fac t ual information, preparation of the 
class for dis cuss ion of i mportant issues , analysis 
of varied poi nts of view, interest and stimulation , 
a ppreciation, provision of accurate standards or 
models of performance , and for many other uses . " 
The recorded program has been used successfully i n 
the school in a number of ways. Some teachers have intro-
duced t he mat erial i n order to suppl ement their classroom 
y Kinder , 2_E. cit • , p . 512 • 
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activit ies , either as a stimulation for f ur t her ac t ivity 
or as a summary of a certain unit of work. Some have pre-
sented the program as a vehic l e with which to encourage 
critical t hinking . The childre n, we are told~ compare 
the recorded informat ion with factual data . 
I l lustr ative of t he sensibl e use of recordings is 
the work done in the field of English. Eng l i sh teachers ar e 
expanding their uses of recorded material s in significant 
fashion . 
"Recordings, " says KinderY, "are serving use -
fUl purposes in areas ranging f r om l anguage struct-
ure , speech and diction, creative writing , to the 
study of drama and l iterature ." 
The writer has heard many Eng l ish t eachers complain 
that Shakespeare ' s l i nes can be meaningless and unint erest-
ing t o the high schoo l student unl ess they are i nterpr eted 
and read well . 
''Some t eacher s fee l t hat Shakespe are might we l l 
be dropped .from the curriculum unl ess some way is 
found t o make it convey the deli gh t t hat literature 
as art shoul d convey . Three methods are usually 
empl oyed in t eaching t he Shakespearean classics-
character anal ysis , pupil dramatization , and oral 
i nt e.rpr etation by · the teacher. T}:fe last to em-
phasize t he drama tic ac tion of the pl ays and the 
beauty of the l ines . Recordings, motion pictures , 
and trips to t he professional theater are of 
great assistance to t he teacher of literatur~ 1 
r e gardl ess of the teachi ng method employed. 112/· 
1/ Ki nder , ££· c it. , p. 511 . 
?J I bid • I p • 512 • 
21 Ibid • I p . 513 • 
tE 
The English Journal.!/ offers many references to the 
use of recordings in English. It establishes the fact that 
the classics become more enjoyable when recordings are em-
ployed . Many teachers report t hat audio devices have stim-
ulated classroom discussion, voluntary memorization of pass -
ages and desire for further reading . 
v. Limitations to Greater Utilization 
"As has already been pointed out," Kinder 
reminds us, " lack of sufficient record and tran-
script i on pl ayers in the schoo ls heads the list 
of limitations to greater use of recorded mater -
ials. Other drawbacks are inadequate catal ogs 
and catal og descrip~ions , unavai lability of many 
records for pre-audfting before ~11rchase, and 
over-emphasis on entertainment,":t 
Some English teachers have objected to recordings on 
the grounds that (1) voices are harsh when recorded , (2) 
recordings allow no time for discuss ion and questioning, and 
(3) students prefer to do their own reading and interpreta-
tion . The first of these criticisms is probably valid, but 
the fault is remediable. The two remaining criticisms are 
faults in the use of recordings and not of the materials. 
In fact, these criticisms unde r lie poor understandi ng of the 
use of the materials . No one woul d seriously contend that 
to use recordings and transcriptions would mean that student 
v-gr . Ginsberg, Wa l ter , nRecordings for High School English," 
English Journal, 29:137, Februar y , 1940 . 
5( Kinder , £Ei cit . , p . 510. 
questions are precluded, or that students could not do their 
interpretations of the play. To this objection to the use 
ot recordings, one English teacher has remarked, "This is 
like objecting to a visit with the class to the art gallery 
on the grounds that the students prefer to do their own 
painting." 
• As for the limitations of the recording itself, the 
most serious objection to its use is that its effectiveness 
is negligible when compared with the actual radio program. 
Here the most loS.ical step would be to examine the validity 
at this charge. 
VI. Radio and Recordings Compared 
~lJ./states that the radio program has five advan-
tages: (1) immediacy, (2) reality, (3) emotional impact, (4) 
group value, and (5) inexpensiveness . He remarks that the 
last two are identical with the recording. However, there 
are these disadvantages in radio programs which do not exist 
in the recordings. The radio is a one-way communication, an 
inconveniently scheduled one-time event, and a source of 
administration problems. Let us consider some of the advan-
tages of recordings. A disk can be stopped at any time for 
discussion and it can be played over and over again. Record-
ings are controlled by the opera tor. They can be previewed 
l/ Dale, Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1946, p. 263. 
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Of equal interest in this connection are Jacobsen 's 
comments :Y 
11The radio broadcast, unless recorded, is gone 
forever with the announcer's signature. If text-
books vanished page by page as the student read 
them, if only one set of books could be used at a 
time, and only at a certain hour of the day, tax-
payers and schoolmen would be feverishly searching 
for a less expensive and mo re permanent vehicle." 
According to Levenson and Stashefr2../, "The permanence 
of the recorded program further enhances utilization by 
making it poss i ble to repeat the program. Since, for some 
lower groups, such repetition may be essential, and since, 
too, with the recordings it is possible to interrupt the 
program for class discussion relative to a certain point, 
it becomes apparent that permanence is a definite factor in 
facilitating effective use ." 
From an enumeration of the practical advantages of 
the recording, we proceed to a discussion of the criteria, 
or norms, that govern a worth-while recording . 
VII. Evaluation of Recordings 
... 
11Two major problems of the manufacturers," 
DentY'tells us~ "are :bhose of (a) acquainting 
classroom teachers with the wide variety of 
recordi ngs available 1 and (b) training teachers 
1/ Jacobsen, Philip A., "Transcriptions and Pictures , 11 
~ Delta Kappan, New York, N.Y., May, 1940, 22:431. 
~ Levenson and Stasheff, £E• cit . , p. 356. 
The 
~/Dent, Ellsworth c., Education £l Radio, Society for Visual 
~ducation, Inc., Chicago , Ill., 1941, p. 34. 
to use recordings in numerous situations for 
which they are suited . 
"Thousands of teachers who enter the pro-
fession each year have received little or no 
training in the proper use of recordings as 
teaching aids . These teac hers shoul d be train-
ed, but it is a job which cannot be accomplish-
ed by any manufacturer. The constant change in 
teaching personne l makes it difficult to reach 
these people with the information they should 
have . Therefore, it is the function of t hose 
agencies which regularly train teachers . 
"Another major problem is t he wide diver-
gence of real or imaginary requirements of 
school users . Unfortunately, there seems to be 
nothing approachi ng unanimity anx:>ng classroom 
teachers and supervisors as to what trey would 
like to have on records. One desires a certain 
series of subjects treated in a specific way ; 
another mi ght like the series, but not the 
treatment ; and still another wouldn't like 
either . This somewhat general confusion anx>ng 
potential users of recordings is further indi-
cated by the hundreds of different suggestions 
received from school people concerning record-
ings which should be made ." 
The general probl em of providing desired educat ional 
recordings is not solved merely by finding out what schoo l 
people want. Research to determine what is needed; select-
ion of cast or artist; high quality manufacture ; announc -
ing and advertising the r ecords among hundreds of thousands 
of teachers; making the records readily accessible for bear -
1ng and purchase through convenient sources -- all these 
require expenditures of time and money which will not be re -
turned unless a great many schools actually purchase the 
recordings • 
One solution might be to charge more for special 
educational recordings than for other phonograph records; 
another, to be less careful about quality of production. 
Neither would seem to be desirable, it the non-musical 
records are to be used among schools as commonly as standard 
musical recordings are used today. 
The future availability of additional recordings 
to meet the requirements of schools will be determined 
largely by the extent to which schools actually purchase 
and use the best records now available. No manufacturer 
can long continue to produce teaching aids which fail to 
find a ready market. Classroom experience with recordings 
is the best guide to manufacturers, so the closest possible 
cooperation between school users and manufacturers is highly 
desirable. 
While teachers are waiting for the "millennium", that 
is, for the desired rapport between manufacturer and teach-
er, a more practical and sensible procedure would be for 
the teacher to establish her own standards after careful 
study and investigation. That there are many sources of 
worth-while "yard-sticks" for judging all audio-visual aids, 
and recordings in particular, is evidenced by the following, 
collected and prepared by the writer, from readily access-
ible sources: 
(From a pamphlet ebtitled Evaluation of School 
Broadcasts and ?Ublished by Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus , Ohio.) 
24 
a - all of the time c - some of the time 
b - most of the time d - none of the time 
x - criterion does not apply 
a b c d x Was the program free from distracting needle 
scratch or other defects? 
a b c d x Were transitions clear? Could time, place, 
and character be identified? 
a b c d x Were the vocabulary and dialogue understand-
able? 
a b c d x Were the sound effects appropriate? 
a b c d x Was the organization of pattern oftbe program 
clear? 
a b c d x Did the program provide experience otherwise 
unavailable in the classroom? 
a b c d x Was the content of the program accurate? 
. A second form, of considerable value, has been pre-
pared by Dr. Foster1/, Director of Audio-Visual Education 
for Teacher Training at the University of California: 
Title RPM 33 1/3 78,.---__ 
Source Cat. No. No. of discs Diam. In. 
Cost: Purchase Rental Single ---nouble-riee 
1. Treatment: Emotional Idealistic Factual Dram-a~t~i-c--
Historical Realistrc- Sentimentii 
2 . Central theme 3 • Related que s t ... i_o_n_s_,_p_r_o~b ..... l,_e_m_s_,___,i,_.n-Ip"""'l"""i'"""c_a_t_i.,....o-ns, suggested:_ 
4. Using the 6 point scale below, make your evaluation of 
this audio aid. 
Dram. treatment 
Educ. value 
Reliability 
Sustained interest 
Incidental music 
Oustand. Ex. Good Fair .Poor Rejected 
Foster, Dr. J., Evaluation of Audio-Aids, Form 9, issued 
y Pasadena City Schools, Pasaaena:--cal!fOrnia, 1949· 
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Oustand. Ex. Good Fair Poor Rejected 
Quality of Sound 
Pupil's Interest 
5· Is the presentation tinged with propaganda? If so, is 
the propaganda desirable? Undes irable? Di rected 
toward advertising? 
6. In what kind of learning 
be useful? 
Audi torium program? 
PTA program? None? 
7 ~ Where might it be used? 
situat i on mi ght this recording 
Entertainment? Classroom? 
Grade? Cour ses? 
8 . Educational outcomes to which it might contribute: 
Appreciations ______________ _ 
Understandings _________________ __ 
Information ___________________ _ 
Others (specify) 
With the hel p of graduate students in a seminar a t 
Boston University, the next rating scal e , and the one act-
uall y used in evaluating the Favorite Story recordings, was 
compiled almost entirely from the mos t unexpected source, 
~to Judge Motion Pictures .1f This shoul d not be too sur-
prising s ince certain norms are applicab l e to all audio -
visual media. For clarification of the section l abeled 
Educational Value , the wri ter had recourse to a pamphlet 
prepared by Effie Bathurat.?J 
1/ BOrden, Alice, How to Judge Motion Pictures, Pamphl et 
Issued by Scholastrc-Magazine, New York, N.Y., t"Jo.~g. 
2/ Bathurst, Effie, Phono~raph Records ~~Aid to Learnin5 
Tn Rural El ementary Schoo s, Uni versity of New York , State 
Eaucati on Department, Albany, N.Y., 1943 · 

Explanation of 11 giving i nformation, i nfluenci ng 
attitudes, stimulating activity" as applied to 
recordings: 
a. to develop desirab l e attitudes 
b. to supplement a curricul um unit already 
under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest t hings to do 
e. to give suggestions for children 's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by chi l dren 
g·. to serve as a mode 1 for oral reading 
h .· to aid in speech and dict i on 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
Recommended. Level: 
Primary El ementary Jr.High Sr .High College 
- - - - -
From a discussion of standards for judging the con-
tents of recordings it is an easy transition to a discussion 
of standards for judging the quality of the recording, the 
record-player and the care of equipment. 
VIII. A Factor in Sel ecting Recordings 
Obvious l y, a recording can serve no worth-while pur-
pose if it i s technically imperfect. If the record is of 
the instantaneous-transcription type and not a more durable 
pressing, these difficulties are like ly to be quite common. 
If the surface noise is great , if there are awkward repeti-
tiona in the recording , then in most cases the record had 
better not be played at all . The technical quality of the 
recording is therefore an important criterion in making a 
wise choice . 
IX. Choosing a Record Player for the Schoo l 
" Playback machines," KinderYexplains, "consist 
of a turntabl e, pickup arm, amplifier, and loud-
speaker. They are not particularl y different from 
a radio. Playbacks may be purchased as separate 
pieces of equipment and are usually re l atively 
small and readil y portable . The equipment may also 
be purchased as an attachment to be used in connect-
ion with a radio. Thi s is an economical arrange -
ment because nothing · more than a pickup arm and a 
·turntable are needed, since they are attached to the 
radio and make use of the amplifier and loudspeaker 
of that ·machine . Schools having a central sound 
system need no furt her equipment because the central 
sound system includes complete phonograph facilities . 
With such a system, programs are relayed to class-
rooms or auditorium in the same manner as radio 
programs. Some inconvenience and infl exibility will 
be experienced with this arrangement. If separate 
record and transcription players or radio attach-
ments are purchased, they should be checked against 
the following criteria : 
11 1. They should be able to play 16-inch tran~ 
acriptions. 
112 . They should be equipped with dual speeds---
33 1/3 and 78 rpm •. 
"3 · The turntable should maintain a uniform 
speed . The newer rim-driven turntabl e 
produces more uniform speed than the spindle-
driven turntable . 
1/Kinder , ££• ~., pp. 518-519. 





much like that which will be accorded other auditory and 
visual aids . In some schools, these aids will be wisely 
selected and intelligently utilized. In other schools, un-
fortunately, this equipment will be purchased indiscrimin-
ately, and then will be used poor ly--after which the inevit-
able complaint will be heard that these 11 gadgets 11 have little 
value. Yet everyone should agree that the school in prepar-
ing for life in a changing society must be dynamic, not 
alone in its objectives but also in its methods. 
To do their job well, in the opinion of Jacobsen1/, 
tomorrow's teachers (and there will be more rather than 
fewer) will need all the help they can receive. His observ-
ations in this regard are stimulating : 
''If, after all, the teacher is so precious and 
there is no substitute for student-teacher contacts, 
then why not increase the ratio of time spent with 
students to time spent at subprofessional tasks, 
by outfitting the teacher with time and energy-
saving aids comparable to those thought necessary 
for the engineer, the salesman , the doctor, and 
even the housewife . The present practice of hand-
ling increased activity by hiring additional cheap 
help and diluting salaries should certainly be re-
examined. A business which employs a million 
people and instructs one in every four of the na-
tion's inhabitants probably needs mass -production 
tools. But unli ke the American industries, which 
have challenged the world with their production 
techniques and superlative produc ts, education is 
expected to carry on and save democracy to boot, 
without most of the outstanding preductive tools 
created by its own scientists and engineers." 
1/ Jacobsen, ££• cit., p. 435· 
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Cost: Purchase Pr1ce---$3.oo per disc 
Note: These records may be purchased by any 
registered broadcasting company or by 
any school. Use title in ordering 
from: 
Frederic w. Ziv Company 
Radio Productions 
1529 Madison Road 
Cincinnati 6, Ohio 
Schools, however, may not use these 
records for broadcasts . 
Rental Price: 50¢ per disc, per week from the Mass. 
Dept. of Education, Audio-Visual 
Section, Newbury St • , Boa ton, Mass • 
The Department of Education lists 
these programs by catalog number to 
which the letter A orB is added,e . g .: 
Le gend of Sleepy Hollow is listed as FS 3-3- 1019 A 
The Three Musketeers is listed as FS 3-3-1019 B 
FS indicates Favorite Stor~ 
3-3-1019 is the number assigned to 
both stories 
On record 11A11 Part I of Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow appears on one Side; 
Part I of The Three Musketeers 
appears on the reverse side. 
On record "B" Part II of Legend of 
~Hollow appears on one side; 
Part II of The Three Musketeers 
appears on tEe reverse side. 
t J 

E - " Giving information , i nfluencing attitudes , stimulating 
activity" i nc l udes the fo l lowing uses of a r ecording 
in t eaching : 
a . t o develop desirabl e attitudes 
b . t o supplement a c urricul um unit already under 
way 
c . as a review of facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e • to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f . t o aid in original writing by chi l dren 
g . as a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i . t o stimulate informal acting for group activity 
j • to st i mulate further r eading 
Recommended level : 
Primary __ Elementary _ _ Jr . Hi gh __ Sr . High __ College_ 
4-3 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3-1001 A 
Title : Lea Miserables 
Author: Victor Hugo 
Favorite Storl of Rockwell Kent, Art ist 
Type of Stor y : Suspense 
Leading Characters: 
Jean Valjean----------Edmund McDonald 
Bishop----------------Janet Waldo 
The Story: Part I 
To the monotonous beat of the galley drums, the 
prisoner Valjean pulls on his oar. Bi tterly he recalls 
the theft of a loaf of bread t hat was responsible for 
his present misery . When his chance to escape comes , 
it is no t wasted, but he is soon captured and back at 
his old position, this t i me in double chains. When his 
time is up , Jean is re l eased and given a small amount 
of money and his convi ct ' s yellow passpor t . Handicapped 
by this, he is denied admittance everywhere. At last 
a kind woman learning of his predicament , directs him 
to a stone cottage where he is admitted by a man who 
oddl y enough calls him brother . 
Part II 
War mly welcomed by the owner of the little cot tage , 
Je an is puzzled and afraid. The kindness of the bishop 
frightens him, but he feels more at home with the sus -
picious looks of the bi shop ' s sister , Baptistine. 
Gr udgingl y , she sets the supper table with her brother ' s 
best s i lver plat es and candlesticks. Long after the 
meal is over and all are in bed , Jean rises , steals t he 
p lates and flees . Informed of the theft by his hyster-
ical sister, the good pr e late says he should have given 
them to the poor long a go . Even when Jean is apprehend-
ed and returned to the co ttage , the clergyman tells the 
policeman he had given t he stolen plates to t he amazed 
and contrite Jean . 
TITLE: Les Miserables 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rating 
I 
Bo Social value 
C o Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment val ue 
Eo Educational val ue: 
a . to develop desirable at t itudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a mode 1 fa·r oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further read ing 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For further c l arification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
2 
2 
45 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1001 B 
Title : The Diamond Lens 
Author : Fitz-James O' Brien 
Favorite Story of George Anthiel, Composer 
Type of Story: Fantasy 
Leading Character : 
Professor Linley- ---------wm . Conrad 
The Story: Part I 
Standing be fore a distinguished audience 1 Prof-
essor Linley startles his listeners when he announces 
that what other scientists describe as electrons and 
atoms are really pl anets with human l ife on their 
surfaces . In his student days at the University of 
Edinpurgh, he became disgusted by the limitations of 
the ordinary microscope. Through a medium he got in 
touch with Leeuwenhoek, the inventor of the microscope . 
From him he learns that a diamond of l40 carats will be 
the perfect microscope and will reveal wonders never 
before suspected . In Holland he has to kill to get 
just such a gem, the famous Eye of Morning . 
Part II 
After months of superhuman effort, he finishes 
the grinding and shaping of the lens , as directed by 
Leeuwenhoek . A drop of water under the microscope re-
veals a limitless universe , and the eye of the mirac -
ulous device penetrates the planets that float in 
space, revealing the very secrets of rocks and many 
other wonders . Suddenly h is eye is caught by the most 
beautiful woman he has ever seen . In time he comes to 
love her from afar, and when unexpectedly she sickens 
and dies, he smashes the delicately adjusted microscope, 
all in a fit of frustration and despair . "Call me 
mad , " he says , 11but I have seen and known things beyond 
the human vision." 
4 
TITLE: The Diamond Lens 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3-1002 A 
Ti tle : Little Women 
Author : Louisa May Al cott 
Favorite Story of Shirley Temple, Movie Actress 
Type of Story : Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Jo--------------------Ade le Longmeyer 
Amy------------ - ------Betty Kelley 
Laurie--------- - - - ---- Dick Hagan 
The Story : Part I 
Through Jo , the tomboy of the fami l y , we meet 
pretty Me g, gentle Beth, and flightj,;Arcy, and Marmee , 
a ll members of the March fami l y and residents of the 
Concord, Mass ., of eighty years ago. We learn of Jo's 
ambitions as a writer, and at a dance we meet Jo 's 
heart- interest , Laurie, the boy next door . Misfortune 
in the form of a telegram dampens the happiness of the 
March family. Summoned to the side of her husband , 
who is ill in Washington , 1\U>s . Mar ch t urns to great-
aunt March for the money to finance her trip . Re l uct-
antly, the i rascible old lady gives Marmee $75 ·, and Jo 
provides another $25 . by selling her beautiful hair . 
Part II 
Although invalided, Mr. March returns to his fam-
ily. Then Meg marries Laurie's tutor , John Br ooke, 
and i n due time they become the parents of twi ns, a 
boy and a girl. Through a misunderstanding , Jo beli eves 
her sister Beth loves Laurie , so that she refuses the 
latter when be proposes marriage . In a huff, Laurie 
rushes off to Europe . Jus t before Beth dies , Jo learns 
t hat Beth was not in l ove with Laurie . Later , however , 
when Laurie returns from Europe with Amy as his wife, 
Jo realizes that the situation cannot be changed , but 
she does learn that she has been and always will be 
Laurie's true love. With maturity, Jo becomes a succ-
essful writer and t he happy wife of Prof. Bhaer. 
4 
TITLE: Little Women 
EVALUATION: 
Rating 
3 A. Sound and mus leal effects 
B. Soc 1al value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
' indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
.:19 

TITLE: Wuthering Heights 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j o to s timu1a te further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior High 
Rating 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
51 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1003 A 
Title : Connecticut Yankee 
Author : Mark Twain 
Favorite Story of Ed Gardner , Radio - Comedian 
Type of Story : Farce 
Leading Characters : 
Yankee------------ ------Ben Alexander 
Merl in---- ------ --------Joseph Kearns 
The Story : Part I 
This is a "yarn11 , twelve centuries long, and is 
the story of a hard- working mechanic named Hank Morgan . 
It is our Connecticut Yankee ' s misfortune to come 
forcibly in contact with a piece of mach inery on which 
he is working . ~~en he regains consciousness , he is 
back in the 6th century and at King Arthur ' s Court . 
Hank as an interloper is condemned to burn at the 
stake . Making use of his knowledge of history, he 
outdoes Merl in, the court magician, and predicts the 
eclipse of the sun on the day set for his execution. 
He promises to restore the sun only if he is made 
First Minister . 
Part II 
Sir Boss, Hank Morgan , in his new role, takes 
fu l l advantage of his knowledge of things invented in 
the last thousand or more years . Naturally, he 
dazzles Merlin and the court with a bath- tub with hot 
and cold running water . Sir Sagramor , who has just 
returned from a search for the Holy Grail, calls our 
hero an ogre and chal lenges him to a duel to death, 
little realizing that the tricky Hank, attired in 
pink tights , wi l l out - maneuver his opponent by riding 
a bicycle . Finally Morgan makes use o~ a hand-gren-
ade to blow the eager Sagramor t o bits . Merlin, in 
the end, outdoes the Connecticut Yankee by casting 
hi.m into the l if.e of 14 centuries ahead . 
TITLE: Connecticut Yankee 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratinf!i 
2 
Bo Social valne 1 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D . Entertainment value 
B . Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give sugge stions for children's acting 
f. to aid in orig inal writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above rat ings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
r=.J f" 
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Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1003 B 
Title: Cyrano de Berge rae 
Author: Edmond Rostand 
Favori te Story of Ronald Colman, Movie-Acto~ 
Type of Story : 'Jiragedy 
Leading Characters : 
Cyrano------------------Ronald Colman 
Roxane------------------Janet Wal do 
The Story: Part I 
Cyrano , poet-musician-lover, appears at a theatre 
in Paris and actually airs the playwright Rostand 's 
biting commentary on the sad state of the French 
theatre and its still sadder actors. In doing this he 
turns the theatre into an uproar , and while making an 
object lesson of a dandy who dares to mock him gives 
his memorable speech on the art of the studied insult. 
All this he does at the expense of his own long and 
truly fri ghtening nose. It is at this point that the 
play has some of its greatest psychological signifi-
cance . Roxane, whom Cyrano secretly loves, professes 
her love for the handsome Christian . De Bergerac jumps at the opportunity to conduct the wooing of the 
handsome but inarticulate Christian. In this vicar-
ious fashion his intense longing for Roxane is some-
what satisfied. 
Part II 
Christian, in a fit of remorse, decides to do his 
own wooing and in his own words, but proves to be sing-
ularly inept. In fact, he is rebuffed by Roxane. 
However , with Cyrano's prompting in the saving dark-
ness beneath the balcony of his lady-love, Christian 
is again returned to favor and wins the kiss he so 
eagerly seeks. The next scene deal s with the noise 
of battle and the demise of our handsome young lover. 
Fourteen years elapse, and then we hear Roxane request 
the ailing Cyrano to read Christian's last letter to 
her . The feeling with whic h he reads the words con-
vinces Roxane that Cyrano has been her wooer all the 
time. When he dies at her feet, she realizes, too 
late, that she reciprocates his tender feelings. 
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TITLE: Cyrano de Bergerac 
EVALUATIO N: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Rating 
2 
B. Social value 1 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 1 
D. Entertainment value 1 
E. Educational value: 1 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 1 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 1 
c. to review facts 1 
d. to suggest things to do 1 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 1 
f. to aid in original writing by children 1 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 1 
h. to aid in s peech and diction 1 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 1 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
~ i nd i cates f air 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see ·the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED L~L: Senior Hi gh 
1 
55 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1004 A 
Title : David Copperfield 
Au thor : Charles Dickens 
Favorite Story of Alec Templeton , Blind Pianist 
Type of Story: Romance 
Leading Characters : 
David Copperfield-------Jerry Farther 
Micawber----------------Dick Ryan 
The Story : Part I 
David's mother bri ngs home his prospecti ve step-
father , and our hero makes no effort to hide his dis -
like. Mr . Murdstone waste s no time in teaching his 
son who is master , and even fo rces Clar a, David ' s 
mother , to hand over the stick with which he on one 
occasion administers a brutal flogging t o tlhe refract-
ory youngster . Davi d , in his pain and resentment, 
bites his step- father ' s hand, and the next day is 
summar ily packed off to the Academy of Sa lem House , 
with instructions to the head- master to treat his new 
charge with the severest discipline . 
Part II 
David unburdens his misery in a nightly letter 
to his mother . The latter suddenly becomes i ll and 
receives l ittl e , if any , sympathy f r om her husband , 
A hurried summons to David brings him home, only to 
find that his beloved mother is dead . Peggotty, his 
be l oved nur se, ia now his~only tie to the house he 
once called home . In his letters to her we learn of 
his new-found acquaintance, the i nimitable but shift-
l ess Wilkins Micawber , Esq. The l atter , really a 
portrait of Dickens ' own father, is one of the most 
delightful charac ters i n English Literature . 
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TITLE : David Copperfield 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin5 
1 
B. Social val\le 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to sugges~ things to do 
e. to give sugge stions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
r;)4.; 
.....,. , 
Catalog No .: FS 3-·3-1004 B 
Title : Queen of ~~ades 
Author: Alexander Pushkin 
Favorite Story of Arctic Explorer and Author v. Stef-
anson 
Type of Story: Int.rigue 
Leading Characters : 
Croupier----------------Jeff Corey 
German------------------Edmund McDonald 
Countess----------------Gloria Gordon 
The Story : Part I 
As spectators in a Rus s ian gambling casino, we 
watch the betting at a game of Faro, the Queen's 
game . A German, -w•atching, says he doesn ' t know the 
game , and is informed by a nother spectator that the 
Countess Anya, now 86, beat t he game a half century 
ago. She won by playing t h ree cards in a definite 
order and by allowing her winnings to stand with each 
card played . Egged on by his sudden greed, our hero 
achieves what ever·yone said was impossible, an inter-
view with the Countess and the secret of her success 
fifty years ago-- t ,he 3, 7, and Ace . Since this in-
formation is procu.red at the point of a pistol, the 
Countess curses the German and dies. With t he black 
lace veil over her face, in death she looks strange-
ly like the Queen of Spades . 
Part II 
With this sudden knowledge , our hero converts 
every asset at his command and all that he can bor -
row into capital a.vailable for his grand play at the 
game of Faro . Tentsely, we hear him bet 47 ?000 
rubles~ his total capital, on the 3 card . Re wins! 
All tbia, he wagers on the 7 card . Again he wins! 
Trembling, he bets everything on the th ird card , the 
Ace. As part of the game , he turns up the card that 
is in front of hiln, onl y to reveal the Queen of 
Spades . The scene shifts to an insane asylum where 
the German is reve a led as caged and mumbling t o 
himself, "3,7,Ace." 
5 
TITLE: Queen of Spades 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
B. Social valne 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
;3 indicates fair 
4 i ndicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
. 3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
5 

TITLE: Huckleberry Finn 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical e ffects 
Ratin~ 2 I 
B. Social valne 
C. Character1zation 7 acting ahd s peech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to de velop desirab le a ttitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum uni t under way 
c . to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in s peech ~~d diction 
i . t o stimulate informal acting for group 
activi ty 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
No te : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excell ent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fa i r 4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For further clarification of t hese rat i ngs 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Junior Hi gh 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3 - 3 - 1005 B 
Ti tle : Arabian Nights 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E. Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Lowell Thomas , Radio Commentator 
~rype of Story : Fa ntasy 
:Leading Character : 
Scheberazade ------ - ----- Paul a Windsor 
~rhe Story : Part I 
Angered by the infidelity of his wi fe , the King 
•vows he will take 1,000 wives , and one wil l di e as 
midnight strikes ea ch day . His Majesty or der s one 
c:>f his mini~ters, Ha ssan, under pain of death to 
provide him with a wi fe . Scheherazade , daughter of 
Hassan , offer s herself as a victim, but concoc t s a 
~lan to outwi t the King . At the wedding party she 
orders the music to stop, and boldly announces she 
bas no desire to praise her new lord and master . 
Defiantly she commands her husband to kill her as 
the mi dni ght hour strikes . This i s the prearranged 
signal for Scheberazade ' s sister to interrupt and ask 
the bride to t e ll the story of the faithful wife . 
Intrigued by the suggestion, the King summons t he 
members of his court to listen to the tale . 
Part II 
What fo l l ows i s a duel be twe en the c l e ve r wi t of 
19. woman a nd the iron will of the Ki ng . Schehera zade 
'bell:s of a beautif'ul s l ave gi rl , of'fer ed for ea l e at 
publi c auction . Thi s clever young girl outwits 
J~asheen , the evil mer chant who covets her , by giving 
the man she l oves a purse of gold with wh ich to 
purchase her . Later Rasheen lures her from home and 
makes her handmaid to his wif'e . In disguise , as 
b rother and s i ster , wife and handmaid flee f r om the 
house . A group of horsemen stop them a short while 
later and greet our disguised heroine as their new 
k ing . It seems the king of t he land has died , and 
by custom the first strange r encountered by the minis-
ters on the road is proclaimed k ing . Rasheen , in pass-
ing judgment on an ima ginary criminal , signa his own 
clea th warrant . Offer ed many beautiful girls , the 
:roung husband vows he loves only his wife , and the 
.12 

TITLE: Arabian Nights 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Rat ins 
1 
B. Social valne 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1006 A 
Title: Jane~ 
Author: Charlotte Bronte 
Favorite Story of Brock Pembert£g, Producer 
Type of Story : Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Edward Rochester--------William Conrad 
Mrs. Rochester----------He len Geddes 
Jane Eyre---------------Peggy Webber 
The Story: Part I 
Jane Eyre , only 18, comes to Thornfiel d Hall to 
apply for the position as governess to the owner's 
ward. Mr. Rochester, the owner, interviews Jane, 
whom hA finds acceptable. It is not long before 
Jane senses that something is terribly wrong in the 
house . She is convinced of this when she hears wild 
screams in the night, and especially when she is warn-
ed not to go near a certain room in the attic. 
Rochester before long brings home a young lady whom 
he introduces as his fiancee. Next , a w~. Mason, a 
mysterious fi gure from the West Indies, appears as a 
guest. A few days later, the night is pierced by a 
shrill cry from upstairs. Rochester tries to pass 
it off as the noise of an excitable maid . The cause 
of the commotion proves to be Mr. Mason, who is 
wounded under very mysterious circumstances. 
Part II 
Not long after this, Rochester and Jane discover 
it is they who really love each other, and they make 
plans to marry. Before this can be accomplished, 
Briggs , a London solicitor, and Mason remind Rochester 
that he is still legally wed . Mason proves to be the 
brother of Rochester 's mad wife, who has been kept 
locked in the attic for years, accounting thereby for 
the eerie screams heard in the night. Dejected, but 
still in love with Rochester, Jane leaves Thornfield 
Hall , and in the ensuing days moves from one position 
to another. A dream eventually brings her back to 
Thornfield . There she learns that Rochester baa been 
blinded in his attempt to save his wife from her fiery 
death . In due time Rochester and Jane are reunited. 
TITLE: Jan~~ 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical e ffects 
B. Social vala e 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value : 
a . to develop desirable at t itudes 
b . to supplemen t a curriculum uni t under way 
c . to re vi ew fac ts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writi ng by children 
g . to supply a mode l f or oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
1 . to stimulate infor ma l acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimul ate further reading 
GENERAL RATI NG : 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
' i ndicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further c larification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
f.) 
Ratin~ 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1006 B 
Title: Vanity Fair 
Author: William Makepeace Thackeray 
Favorite Story of Sinclair Lewis, Author 
Type of Story: Character Study 
Leading Character: 
Becky Sharp-------------Joan Loring 
The Story: Part I 
Becky Sharp, a "blot11 on the academy she attends, 
feels she is despised because she is an orphan, and 
her father was unimportant. Almost subconsciously 
she decided to make the world pay. Her mischief-
making starts when she flirts wi tb Joseph, brother of 
Amelia Sedley, whom she is visiti ng. Sir George 
Osborne , Amelia ' s fiance, then appears, and Becky 
becomes interested in him. However, suddenly becoming 
aware that George has set he·r former admirer, Joseph, 
against her , she accuses George openly. The latter 
forces her to admit she regards Joseph as a fat, dull-
witted oaf whom she detests. 
Part II 
Becky now in the employ of Sir Pitt Crawley, a 
strutting peacock and pompous individual, greatly 
admires her employer for his high station in life. 
Before long Sir Pitt asks her to be his wife, and is 
flabbergasted when Becky announces that she is already 
married to his son. Along with her husband, Rawdon, 
Becky is driven from the house , after the father does 
everything in his power to break up the marria ge . 
Our heroine realizes that her wit is the only dowry 
she needs, and proceeds to make use of it. In doing 
so, she first attracts a noble Lord with her wiles, 
but finally loses bo th him and her husband . Now, at 
loose ends, she meets her old admirer Joseph after a 
period of twelve years. She plays on his sympathy, 
and when Joseph suddenly dies a strange, unnatural 
death, Becky is investigated, but later exonerated 
for lack of evidence. Alone and friendless , Becky 
is :free to enjoy the one person she ever loved--
herself! 
TITLE: Vanity Fair 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin5 
2 
B. Social value 
c . Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in orig inal writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
:3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
'See the beg inning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1007 A 
Title: Joan of Arc 
- - -
Author : J. Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Jennifer Jones, Movie -Actress 
Type of Story: Historical 
Leading Character: 
Joan of Arc------------ - Joan Loring 
The Story : Part I 
Seated in her garden, Joan i gnores her unc l e's 
command to play with other children . Instead, she 
tells her uncle of her voices; the Archangel Michael, 
St. Katherine and St . Margaret tell her that she is to 
raise the siege of Orleans. The scene shifts to the 
court of the Dauphin. There Charles attempts to hide 
his identity and test the girl ' s genuineness, by ming-
ling with his courtiers . Joan on being admitted to the 
hall, wit hout hesitation approaches and greets Char les, 
who announces that Joan wi l l lead the armies of France 
a gainst the English . 
Part II 
At Orleans, Joan calls on the English to surrender, 
is mocked, and then successfully she leads the charge 
a gainst the city . The Maid's ambition to crown the 
Dauphin is realized in a solemn ceremony at Rheims . 
However, she is disillusioned on learning that the new-
ly crowned king has made a secret pact with Bur gundy 
and does not plan to follow up his su~cess by moving 
on Paris . Next, we hear of Joan ' s capture by the Eng-
lish, her suqsequent trial by the Inquisition, her 
confession , her recanting, and her eventual resignation 
to her death at the stake. 
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TITLE : Joan of Arc 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rat ins 
2 
Bo Social value 1 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapte~ . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
'7 
Catalog No.: FS 3-3- 1007 B 
Title : Frankenstein 
Author : Mary She l ley 
Favorite Story of Fred Allen, Comedian 
Type of Story: Tale of Horror 
Leading Characters : 
Narrator----------- -----Ronald Colman 
The Story : Part I 
When a friend reminds him how he has changed, 
Dr . Victor Frankenstein agrees and states he should 
change his name from Victor to Vanquished. In a 
f l ash-back we learn the reason . The same friends , 
in their days as medical students , are playing back-
gammon , when Victor 's fiancee Elizabeth enters, and 
the friends l eave. Victor tells the girl tbat their 
wedding must be postponed even after graduation , to 
carry out a project that for the moment must be a 
secret . Later, this turns out to be an eight foot 
monster that is suddenly infused with life by a bolt 
of lightning and be gins to terrorize the countryside . 
Victor learns that his creation has killed, among 
others, his brother. Bent on revenge, he searches 
for the monster, finds it one dark night , and learns 
that even bullets are useless against it . 
Part II 
The scene is the Black Hills of the Jura Mts. 
The monster be gs Victor to build a woman companion 
for him, indeed, threatens to destroy everything the 
young doctor loves if he refuses . Fearing for Eliz-
abeth ' s sa~ety , Victor decides to comply, but when 
half finished wi th the female counterpart of the 
monster, he throws it into a nearby lake . Haunted 
by his failure to keep his promise, he tells Eliza-
beth on their wedding day that she mustn ' t leave 
h i m for a moment . When she disregards his warning, 
she is killed by the monster . The scene shifts back 
to the opening visit, and Victor ' s friend scoffs at 
the tale. For t h is derision he pays with his life, 
and the monster tells Victor he will always be the 
vic tim of his own creation . 
TITLE :: Frankenstein 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Soc:ial value 
C. Cht:Lracterization, acting and speech 
D. Ent;ertainment value 
E. Educational value : 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curricu l um unit under way 
c . to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a mode l f or oral reading 
b . to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimula t e informal acting for group 
ac t ivity 
j . to st i mulate further reading 
GENERA.L RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 i ndicates exce l lent 
2 i ndicates good 
' indicates fai r 4 indicates poor 
For fUrther c lELrification of these ratings 
see t he beginn~ng of this chapter . 
RECOMJYISNDED LEVEL : Junior high and Se nior high 
'72 
Ratin~ 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1008 A 
Title: 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea 
Author: Jules Verne 
Favorite StorY. of Orson Welles , Actor 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Characters: 
Captain Nemo------------Edmond McDonald 
Prof. Aronnax-----------Je ff Corey 
The Story : Part I 
The Professor is sworn to secrecy after being 
told that the frigate Moravian has been sunk. Comm-
odore Farragut believes a sea- monster , as yet uncat-
alo ged, is responsible. A new fri gate , the Abraham 
Lincoln, is commissioned, and with the Professor 
aboard starts a search of the sea. After three months , 
a strange beast traveling 40 miles per hour is sight-
ed coming toward them. After a resounding cr ash, 
Prof . Aronnax remembers nothing until with other mem-
bers of his crew he awakens in a blackened hull, and 
then is confronted by a Capt . Nemo , the master 6f the 
mysterious craft, who offers to show them about this 
underseas vessel but assures them none of them will 
l eave the ship alive. 
Part II 
That evening Ned Land, a harpooner , and the Prof-
essor are dinner guests of Capt . Nemo, who tells them 
of his fabulous wealth and of the power his submarine, 
the Nautilus, gives him. In addition, he shows them 
many underseas wonders, mos t amazing of all being the 
lost Atlantis , a veritable marine Pompeii . Later, 
the submarine surfaces near the European mai nland . 
When Ned sights a ship coming in their ·direction , Capt . 
Nemo orders the Professor and him below. After the 
intruding ship is sunk, the captain is overcome with 
remorse and decides to l et his prisoners go free, only 
after telling them that he and his ship are heading 
into the Maelstrom of Destruction . 
TITLE : 20,000 Leagues under the Sea 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Rat'in5 
2 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization , act ing and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
1. t o stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In tbe above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
l 
1 
1 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1008 B 
Titl e : The Importance of Be i ng Ear nest 
Author : Oscar Wi lde 
Favorite Story of Margaret Webster , Dr amat i c Coach 
Type of Story : Comedy 
Le ad i ng Character s : 
Gwendolen- ----Lurene Tuttl e 
Cecil y--------Janet Waldo 
The Story : Part I 
Jack- ----Thomas Smith 
Al gy-- - --Thomas Collins 
Jack Worthing and his friend Al gy are awaiting the 
a.r rival of Aunt Augusta and Cous i n Gwendolen . VVhen Jack 
Worthi ng announces that he is to marry Gwen , Al gy reminds 
him that he i s in l ove with Worthing ' s ward , Cecil y . 
Both young men are l eading a double life and pos ing as 
Er ne st Worthing , Jack 1 s fictit i ous good- for- nothing 
brother . Gwen , when questioned, t e l l s Erne s t ~1e cou ld 
never love anyone name d Jack . She does , however , l ove 
the name Ernest . When Aunt Augusta lear ns that Ernest, 
or Jack , was found in a handbag i n t he cloakroom of 
Victoria Stati on , she and her ni ece march off in a huff . 
To compli cate matters , Cecily reveal s to her German 
teacher her des i re to meet Jack ' s brother Ernest, or 
Al gy . 
Part II 
After the ladies retire from the scene , Al gy says 
he is in love wi th Ceclly and i s staying for a we ek . 
Ernest , or Algy , pre tending t o be sent away by his 
br o ther Jack, gets Cecily to admit she loves him . In 
her new- found happiness , Cecily te lls Gwen of her en-
gagement t o Ernest . Gwen claims she is his affi anced . 
They separate in tears . When Aunt Augusta appears t o 
take Gwen away and hears that Miss Prismis in the 
house , she asks to see her . Investigation proves t h at 
"Miss Prism was the governess in charge of ycung Ernest 
Moncrieff at the time of his disappearance . Further , 
Jack ' s name really is Ernest, and be r eally is Algy 
Moncrief f ' s brother . 
TITLE: The Importance of Being Earnest 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical e ffects 
Ratin5 
2 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational val ue : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
1 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1009 A 
~:i tle : Dr . Jekyll and Mr. ffyde 
Author : Robert Louis Stevenson 
pta.vorite Story of Alfred Hitchcock, Movie-Director 
~rype of Story: Mystery 
Leading Characters: 
Dr . Henry Jekyll--------William Conrad 
Mr. Hyde----------------William Conrad 
Crhe Story : Part I 
Sch izophrenia, dual or split-personality , is t h e 
1:1ub ject being discussed by Dr. Jekyll and h is friends. 
;Je kyll believes that it is possible to separate as 
eompl ete entities the good and evil in each individua l . 
l~fo re l ong the butle r in the Jekyll househo ld finds 
llimse l f admitting a strange, evil-look ing man to the 
do ctor Is office . Eventually Mr •. Hyde, t he evil-str ang er, 
has free access to the house , on the doctor's orders . 
Ne ither t he but ler nor Jekyll's friends realize that 
Hyde and the do ctor are the same person . At .first, 
,Jekyll could switch to the i dent ity of Hyde or ba ck to 
h is own i dentity , by taking one of his specially pre-
par ed powders . Eventually these shi ftings from one 
Jpersonali ty to another take place i ndependent o f a ll 
]powder s or Dr. Jekyll's will. 
Part II 
The evil Mr. Hyde, wande ring the street s at mi d -
n i ght , kills with his cane an innocent man . Mr . Utter-
lson as Jekyll 1 s attorney demands that he j break re la-
tions with Hyde . The l atter , in demonstrating his 
tabili t y to change into Dr. Jekyll, causes t he death 
of a friend, Dr. Lanyon , from heart failure. Later , 
't.he butler is convinced that he hears the evil Hyde 
b abbling behind t he locked door of the l aboratory, 
With t h e aid of the police, he b realts down the door, 
ta.nd they discover Dr . Jekyll lifele ss, apparently the 
'llict im of his friend Hyde. 
TITLE : Dr. Jekyll and Mr . Hyde 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value : 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to sugges t things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children 's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarifi cation of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDE-p LEVEL: Senior High 
Ratins; 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 ' 
2 
2 
2 
2 

TITLE : The Man Who Sold His Shadow to the Devil 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Soc i al valu.e 
c. Characterizati on , acting and speech 
D. Enterta inment va l ue 
E . Educati ona l value: 
a . to develop desirab le attitudes 
b . to supplement a curri culum unit under way 
c. to revi ew facts 
d. to s uggest thi ngs to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acti ng 
f . to aid in origina l writ i ng by ch ildren 
g . to s upply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate i nfor mal acting for group 
acti vity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Not e : In the above r atings : 
1 i ndicates exce llent 
2 indicates good 
' indicates :fai r 
4 indicates poor 
For :further clarification of these rati ngs 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Seni or Hi gh 
8 
Ratinf!i 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3 - 3- 1010 A 
Tit l e : lodging for ~ Night 
Author : Robert Louis Stevenson 
Favorite Story of Frank Sullivan, American Columnist 
Type of Story ! Advent ure and Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Francois Villon---------Ronald Colman 
Isabeau--- - ----- - ------- Janet Waldo 
The Story : Part I 
Whi l e composing poetry in an upstairs room of a 
ta,rern , Francois Villon is suddenly interrupted by a 
young gi rl and i nformed of a mur der below . On invest -
igating , Villon, the "darling" of the Paris police , 
finds the murder scene deserted except for the corpse 
and wastes no time in leaving in order to avoid sus -
picion . In the company of the strange young girl , 
Isabeau , he flees through the cold night in search of 
a hiding place. After many rebuffs from friends and 
strangers , they are admitted finally and ironically 
to t he home of t he Prefect of Police . 
P~rt II 
At first , not knowing the identity of their host , 
Villon and the girl enjoy the hospitality preferred 
them . The Prefect of Police , pl aying cat to Francois ' 
mouse , accuses Francois of the murder at the tavern 
and of being a t h ief , merely to see how he reacts to 
the charge . There is much banter back and forth on 
this subject , and after the Prefect is sufficiently 
amused by Villon 1 s defense of his actions , be informs 
the fri ghtened poet- thief that five mi nutes before 
their arrival at his door , the real murderer had been 
apprehended. When Villon finally leaves , he shows to 
his girl companion the go l den soup- plate he has s t olen 
from the Prefec t' s house . 
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TITLE: Lodging for a Ni ght 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 3 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
R indicates fair indicates poor 
For further clarification of these 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: College 
ratings 
82 
Ra tins 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1010 B 
Title : Alice in Wonderland 
Author : Lewis Carroll 
Favorite Story or Irving Berlin, Composer 
Type of Story : Fantasy 
Leading Character : 
Alice -------------------Jeanne Bender 
The Story : Part I 
Here is the story of Alice and her strange ad-
ventures in Never-Never Land . We encounter with t he 
heroine those strange and lovable creatures1 the Mad 
Hatter, the Mock Turtle, the March Hare , the Queen 
of Hearts, Tweedledee and Tweedledum, and the count-
less other characters in Alice's dream world . We 
listen amused and attentive to the mock - serio advice 
of the many persons who people this world, to t heir 
fo ibles so startlingly human , and to their panaceas 
for the ills that beset us. All these characters we 
meet, when we walk through the look ing- glass and 
fall down, down--before landing i n the l ovely garden 
of make- be lieve . 
Part II 
We are treated to further adventures with Alice. 
We hear more of the sage advice given by the charac -
ters and listen to the delightful nonsense rhymes or 
her friends . In these same doggerel verses we detect 
bits of satire and a wonderful sense of humor , not 
to forget the true understanding of childhood, exem-
plified by Lewis Carroll in the characters he has 
drawn and their reactions to the quizzings of the 
child Alice . Finally, Alice awakens from her dream 
and is told that all she need do to preserve her ill -
usions and escape when lif~ is hardest , is c lose her 
eyes and dream hard . 
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TITLE: Alice in Wonderland 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
B. Social value 1 
C. Characterization, a·cting and speech 3 
D. Entertainment value 3 
E. Educational value: 1 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 1 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way . 1 
c. to review facts 1 
d. to suggest things to do 1 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 1 
f. to aid in original writing by children 2 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 2 
h. to aid in speech and diction 2 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 2 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 1 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the be-ginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High and Senior High 
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TITLE: Rappacini 's Daughter 
EVALUATIO N: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ra tine; 
3 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these rat .ings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior High 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
86 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1011 B 
Title : Moby Dick 
Author : Herman Me lville 
Favorite Story of Howard Lindsay, Actor 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Characters : 
Starbuck------ ----------Frank Lovejoy 
Ishmael-----------------Boward Duff 
Capt . Ahab--------------William Conrad 
The Story : Part I 
The year is 1844, and we are journeying on a 
whaling vessel, the Pequod , commanded by the infamous 
Capt. Ahab. Ishmael, an ordinary seaman but a highly 
educated one , learns from Starbuck and otbe~in the 
crew the reason for the captain ' s bitterness, the loss 
of a leg to a man- killing white whale called Moby Dick . 
The captain has vowed to chase this cunning creature 
of the sea around the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Born 
to avenge his loss . Starbuck believes th~t it is 
frightening for Ahab to personalize his quarrels with 
a -dumb creature of the sea , while Ishmael i s horrified 
to hear the captain baptizing the har poon being readied 
for Moby Dick , not i n the name of the Holy Father but 
in the name of the unholy demon . 
Part II 
In an intense search the ship crosses the equator, 
sails past Brazil Qnd around the tip of' P9.tsgonia to 
the wide Pacific . Always to the cry of the ~ookout, 
"Thar she blows l " comes the same question of Capt ,C Ahab, 
"What color?" Only the white whale interests him, and 
finally the good ship Rachae l pulls along side to te l l 
them news of Moby Pick . A succession of d isappoint-
ments and a heavy storm are weathered before .Moby Dick 
is sighted in the distance. In pursuit of their quarry, 
the captain and his men start out in a long- boat . 
Before long, Ahab manages to sink a harpoon into the 
side of his hated enemy . Maddened with pain , the whale 
turns on his pursuers and smashes the boat to bits . 
Al l are tumbled into the shark- infested waters to their 
doom, with the exception of Ishmael, who is miraculous -
ly saved . 
TITLE: Moby Dick 
RV ALUAT ION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENER.J\L RATING: 1 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the be~inning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
? 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Catalog No.: FS 3- 3-1012 A 
Title: Great Expectations 
Author: Charles Dickens 
Favorite Story of Walter: Hampden , Actor 
Type of Story: Romance 
Leading Characters: 
Pip , as a boy-- ------- --Joel Davis 
Pip , as a man-----------Eliot Reed 
The Story : Part I 
In a terrifying scene on a wild English moor we are 
introduced to young Pip . \~ile walking through a church-
yard on the moor , the young boy is confronted by a wild-
looking man who threatens his life if he does not return 
immediately with food for him . Pip realizes the man is 
an escaped convict but helps him as ordered. Next we 
learn of Pip at the home of the very odd Miss Havisham, 
whose words are as strange as her actions . However, it 
is the lady's niece Estella that brings Pip back to the 
house so often. Apprenticed to a blacksmith , Pip is dis-
consolate when he learns that Estella is going to the 
continent to become a lady. Four years later Pip learns 
through a lawyer that he has great expectations from a 
benefactor who prefers to remain anonymous. 
Part II 
In London a new life unfolds for Pip . Mr . Jaggers 
tells the strange story of Miss Havisham, how on he r 
wedding day she received a letter from her fiance, and 
then l ocked herself in her room which, as Pip knew, she 
never left. Neither did she disturb a single article of 
furniture. Pip again meets Estella and, more in l ove 
with her than ever, learns that because of his humble 
beginnings she refuses to marry him . Later Pip learns 
many interesting things; the convict, Abel Magwitch, and 
not Miss Havisham, is really his benefactor; this same 
convict proves to be Estella ' s father, while Molly , the 
servant of Mr. Jaggers, proves to be her mother . Nat-
urally, these disclosures level all obstacles to the 
marriage of Pip and Estella. 
TITLE: Great Expec t a tions 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratin8 
2 
B o Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to g ive suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in s peech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inn-ing of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TITLE: Phantom Rickshaw 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
No te: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3-1013 A 
Title : Sire de Maletroit's Door 
Author : Robert Louis Stevenson 
Favorite Story of Henry Seide l Canby , Critic 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Characters : 
Denis de Beaulieu-------Howard Duff 
Blanche de Maletroit----Janet Waldo 
The Story : Part I 
Across a debris - strewn battl efield in northern 
France , Denis de Beaulieu makes his way to the English 
l ines in the near by town . His French name makes the 
guard suspicious , despite his s i gned pass, and before 
long a number of so l die rs are pursuing our hero . Des-
perate and exhausted , he leans against a door in the 
darkness and feels it give way behind him . The Sire de 
Maletroit , the owner , greets Denis and tells the amazed 
young man that he has been expecting him . The Si re 
draws back a curtain , revealing his niece in a bridal 
gown . Despite their protests that they have never be -
fore seen each other, the uncle o r ders them to prepare 
for the wedding. 
Part II 
The girl in tears expl ains that three months ago 
a young gallant gave her a note for a rendezvous , and 
ever since has been meeting her dally at the church . 
Thie fatal day he wrote he would come to t he house , but 
her unc l e intercepted the note , and intends to make an 
honest woman of his niece . Oddly enough, since she has 
never spoken to him, Blanche does not know the name of 
her young admirer . Denis sumrriDns the unc le, tries to 
explain the situation, but is shown a noose outside the 
window that awaits him if he refuses to go t hrough with 
the ceremony . Left alone, the young couple do not need 
much time to convince each other that the wedding is a 
good idea after all . 
TITLE : Sire de Maletroit 1s Door 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social valae 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral readi ng 
h . to aid in s peech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to st i mulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 3 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 ind icates exce l lent 
2 indicates good 
; i ndicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginni ng of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Rating 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 

TITLE: God Sees the Truth but Waits 
EVALUATION : 
A. Solllnd and musical effects 
B. Soc~ ial valne 
C. ChsLracterization , acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . t o review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. t o g ive suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid i n speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Not:e : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
;, i ndicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior High 
!16 
Ratin~ 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
?. 
2 
?. 
?. 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1014 A 
Tit l e : The Debt Coll ector 
Author : Maurice Leve l 
Favorite Story of Van Johnson, Movie -Actor 
Type of Story : Intrigue 
Leading Characters : 
Richard Maley----- - ---- -Tony Barrett 
Invisible Narrator------Tom Tully 
The Story : Part I 
Escorted by the i nvisib le narrator , we accompany a 
seedy young c l erk into an office building on Madison,Ave., 
and before l ong we are in the presence of the boss . Lec -
tured for bein~ late , Richard Mal ey, the young c l erk , i s 
told to take $43 , 000 to a nearby branch bank for deposit . 
Outside the bui l ding again , we realize the clerk i s he ad-
ing downtown for a different bank where he secures a 
safe- deposit box in the name of Jonathan R. Shackleton 
and hide s the money . Later , in the company of a night-
club s i nger , he has met recentl y , he walks along the 
waterfront and boasts to his companion of his secret 
wealth. Suddenly a po l iceman appears on the scene , and 
Richard calml y gives himse lf up as a wanted man . 
Part II 
At his trial , Maley claims that someone in the sub-
way stole the money from hir.u . The jury disbelieves his 
tale , and he is sentenced to five ye ars in prison . Five 
years l ater our invisible narrator aga in walks beside 
our recentl y paroled hero , who is eagerly heading for 
the bank where the stolen money is hidden. His frustra-
tion is intense when on arriving at the bank, he cannot 
remember the name under which he hired the safe- deposit 
box. In desperation he seeks out the girl-singer with 
whom he was walking the night he surrendered. He hopes 
she may remember the name . Fai ling to recognize hiru end 
thinking him crazy, she has him turned out of the night 
c l ub . Despairi ng , he decides to end it all , walks toward 
t he nearest bridge, climbs the rail and l eaps i nto the 
river . Just as he is going under , but too late , he re -
members the name of Jonathan R. Shack l e ton . 
c.J.-
.. I 
TITLE: The Debt Collector 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Sue ial value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
De Entertainment value 
E. Educational val ue: 
a . to d eve'lop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting ror group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior Hi gh 
RatinB 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1014 B 
Title : Gulliver ' s Trave ls 
Author : Jonathan Swift 
Favorite Story of Ray Milland, Movie• - Actor 
Type of Story : Satire 
Leadi ng Character: 
Lemuel------------------Carl Ha rboard 
The Story: Part I 
Of Gulliver 1 a four voyages , hie1 trip to Lilliput 
is the most .t'amous . It is on this voyage that we exper-
ience a terrible storm at sea and tl::l!'ough the terri·fied 
eyes of Gulliver see ourselves shipwrecked and hurled 
exhausted on the shore . While our hero sleeps, a horde 
of tiny men led by their brave Emperor surround him . 
He is tied securely by this army of little people , and 
when he wakes is pierced by hundred::! of tiny needle-like 
arrows from the bows of his conquerors . Despite the 
antagonism of the Admiral of the fleet , Gulliver is 
freed when he assures them he means them no harm and 
promises to be their ally in their war a gainst the en-
emy . 
Part II 
Now enjoying the confidences or his host, Gul liver 
is measured for a suit by 700 tiny tailors, and is feted 
by all . One man , the admiral, is still unrelenting in 
his enmity . The 11 Big-Enders 11 fleet is readying to in-
vade Lilliput . Without too much trouble Gulliver dis -
poses of their ships before they can effect a landing . 
By way of tribute to their championJ, the entire Lilliput 
army marches in r eview between the outspread legs of 
Gulliver, who stand with hands on hlps , a veritable 
Co lossus . Undiscouraged, the Admirnl persists in pois -
oning the Emperor a gainst Gulliver , and when finally 
he succeeds, the former defender of Lilliput , now under 
suspicion , dives into the boundless waters off Lilliput, 
and before long is rescued by a ship at sea. 
.l]9 
TITLE : Gulliver 's Travels 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin5 
Bo Social valne 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give sugges tions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
he to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 i ndicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For f urther c larification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter . 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
3 
l 
3 
3 
1 
1 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Junior Hi gh, Senior Hi gh and College 
00 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1015 A 
Title: Mayerling 
Author : J. Lawrence and R . E. Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Gregory Peck , Movie - Actor 
Type of Story : Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Rudolf------------------William Conrad 
Marie-------------------Lurene Tuttle 
The Story : Part I 
At a palace ball, Rudolf, Crown- Prince of Austria-
Hungary, dances with a strange and beautiful young girl . 
He becomes very interested in his partner who introduces 
herself as Marie , and before the night is out, disappears 
as mysteriously as she first appeared. Haunted by her 
beauty , Rudolf the next day te lls his friend Tocar of 
bis love for Marie . Since the prince will one day be 
emperor , his fr iend advises him to give up all thoughts 
of this commoner . Ignoring his advice , the prince is 
eventually reunited with Marie , and when he tells his 
father of his love, the emperor says not only has the 
woman been employed to watch his son but that he will 
banish her from the country if he insists on marrying 
her . Over her protests of love , Rudo l f banishes the love -
l y spy from his sight . 
Part II 
Secretly the representatives of the Hungarian people 
get word to Rudolf' that they want him as their emperor, 
thereby establishing a dual-monarchy. Ris father dis-
covers t he plot an.d confronts him with his treachery . 
Bitter recriminations fly back and forth, Rudolf accusing 
his father of tyranny, and the emperor accusing his son 
of hat red and trea.chery . Tocar has been shot for his 
part in the plot , and t he crown-prince is reminded t hat 
he will suffer a similar fate if he attempts to leave 
the palace . Achieving the seeming ly i mpossible , he es-
capes to his l odge and the arms of Marie . Sickened by 
the intrigue at court , the lo vers end their lives in a 
double-suicide pact. 
01. 
TITLE : Mayer ling 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a mode l for oral reading 
h. to aid i n speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 i ndicat es excellent 
2 indicates good 
.3 i ndicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this cbapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
Ra tinf!i 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1015 B 
Title: Mr . Shake speare 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee 
Favorite Story of Spencer Tracy, Movie - Actor 
Type of Story: Satire 
Leading Characters : 
Bard of Avon--------- - --Vincent Price 
Secretary- - - --- - ----- - --Betsy Blair 
The Story: Part I 
Even Shakespeare could not get his ori ginal ~nu­
scripts past the front office without their being hack-
ed to pieces and distorted beyond recognition . This is 
the contention of all Bollywood writers and the t heme 
of this particular program. Norman Tidball comes to 
Ho llywood with a proposition for the studio moguls . 
Next , he is heard discussing with Hollywood executives 
whom they are going to bring back . Shakespeare? 400 
years old? Easy l A short whi le later, on an empty 
sound stage, a group of reporters is introduced to the 
studio ' s newest acquisition , Mr . Will Shakespeare . 
With much ceremony the distinguished El izabethan . is 
introduced to all the wonders of the 20th century ; lux-
ury hote l s , elevators , swimming pools and motion pictures . 
Part II 
Shakespeare soon becomes a problem to his bosses , 
especially when he learns he is so well - known . Even 
his secretary knows all his plays, has learned them in 
schoo l . Wi ll be lieves his poetry is good, too , but 
Mr . Green, his boss , is not interested . Later , his 
secretary announces to Will and his friend Jimmy O'Neil 
that the Bard ' s latest script uThe Capulet Family" is 
a huge success . Then , Shakespeare announces that he will 
write some sequels, "Romeo 1 s Blond Family, " and "Romeo I s 
Spring Fever • 11 The final scene deals with Shakespeare I s 
leave - taking of his young friends; he is much too upset 
about the mutilati on of his writings and prefers the 
peace of his grave . 
03 
TITLE: Mr . Shakespeare 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
3 
B. Social val11e 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give sugges tiona for children 1 s acting 
f. to aid in orig inal w.riting by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 3 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOM1mNDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1016 A 
11'1 tle: Casey_ at the Bat 
.Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adaption) 
:Favorite Story of Tr is Speaker, Baseball Great 
'Type of Story : Human Interest 
Leading Characters : 
:10!: 
Casey-----Li onel Stander 
Manager- - - Hal Berger 
Mr s . Casey----Ann Stone 
Timmy- - ------ Tommy Bernard 
1The Story: Part I 
Hank Nickerson , part owner of the local baseball 
nine , introduces us to the story of Casey . The unusual 
excitement casued by Casey ' s hitting a home run gives 
way to a domestic scene in the locker room; there Mrs . 
Casey remonstrates with her husband for allowing their 
son Timmy to play hookey so that he might attend the 
ball- game . More nagging follows when, at home later , 
Casey cannot stand the sound of Timmy ' s piano- playing 
and hustles him out i nto the yard for baseball instruc-
tion . A note from Mrs. Casey ' s father i n Phil adelphia 
announces that an important baseball scout is on his 
·way to watch Casey play, and in the hopes that her hus-
'band may show to a dvantage and she will be back in her 
native city, she pleads with Casey to do .his best in 
the game that afternoon . 
Part II 
Despite the assurance of the manager that he woul d-
n ' t s t and in his way, Casey insists that he doesn ' t want 
to go to Philadelphia . At game time, despite the pre -
sence of the scout , a subs titute is announced for the 
supposedl y ailing Casey . Bitterly disappointed, Mrs . 
Casey 7 a l ong with Timmy , returns to her parents in Phil-
adelphia . The we eks that followed saw a different Casey ; 
he was l ike a man in a daze . Then came Casey ' s big day 
and his bid for i mmortality . I n the championship and 
deciding game with Midtown, Casey struck out and lost 
the pennant for the Mudvil le Hens . However , his deject-
ion disappears when Mama and Timmy return from Philadel-
phia for a happy reunion . 
TITLE: Casey at the Ba~ 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh 
Rating 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
2 
? 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1016 B 
Title: The Light That Failed 
Author : Rudyard Kipling 
Favori te Story of George Palmer Putn.am, Publisher 
Type of Story: Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Dick Heldar-------------Rona.ld Colman 
Bessie--- - --------------Heather Angel 
Maisie - --- ------- - ----- -Edna. Best 
The Stor y : Part I 
Through a London newspaper corr"espondent working 
in the Egyptian Sudan , we are introdluced to a remark-
able young artist, Dick Re l dar, assi.gned to sketch the 
wild Fuzzy Wuzzies. After an ambush, the wounding of 
Heldar , his rescue, and subsequent d.elirium,we learn 
in the latter that Heldar is in love with a girl named 
Malsie. Back in London , Dick again meets Maisie, also 
an artist , and before long proposes marriage to her. 
Friendship is all she can offer. Relief fbr his dis-
appointment comes in the form of Bessie, a young girl , 
friendless and alone, whom he finds in the street . 
Fascinated by the lines of her face , he offers her a 
job as a mode l and promises to make her immortal with-
in a month . 
Part II 
Bessie , expecting more than a dispassionate inter-
est in her charms , soon is irked by the long hours of 
sitting , becomes troublesome and fre;quently quarrel-
some . To add to his difficulty , Dic:k learns from his 
doctor that hls o1d war wound will c:ause the loss of his 
sight within a year . Feverishly , then, he works day 
and night to finish his masterpiece, the portrait of 
Bessie, labeled Me lancholia . In a i'it of hysteria and 
frustration, Bessie returns to the s1 tudio a. t night and 
des trays her portrait . Torpenhow, the correspondent, 
tells us how Heldar , his blindness well advanced, fln-
ally traveled all the way to Egypt , was again wounded 
and in dying finally found peace . 
TITLE : Th~ Li ght That Failed 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
C. Characterization , acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational val ue: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model f or oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
1. t o stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to st i mulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of t his chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
U ' 
Ratins 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1017 A 
Title : The Man Without~ Country 
Author : Edward Everett Hale 
Favorite Story of Theresa Helburn, Producer-Director 
Type of Story : Psychol ogical Study 
Leading Characters : 
Philip Nolan----------- - Jolln Baal 
Capt . Masterson---------William Conrad 
The Story: Part I 
In the early days of the American Republic , a 
young man in the naval uniform of an officer walks 
aboard the ship Intrepid . Oddly enough, the buttons on 
his uniform do not bear the seal of the U. S . Navy . 
Brought to trial for his complicity in the Aaron Burr 
plot , in open court he cursed the United States and 
said , ui wish I may never hear of the United States 
again •11 Denied all contact with his home l and or even 
news of it, he be comes acutely conscious of his loss, 
especially when his friend, Capt . Masterson, is trans-
ferred . Before the latter l eaves , he gives Nolan a copy 
of Scott's La7r of the Last Minstrel. Weeping , the young 
exile reads , 'Breathes there a man with soul so dead , 
J09 
vVho never to himself hath said , This is my own , my native 
land----- . u 
Part II 
Lieutenant "Plain- Buttons" is transferred from ship 
to ship , often almost in sight of the shores of the 
United States . Of the latter he never hears a word , 
except indirectly . As his hair first turns gray and in 
later years white , many legends about his devotion to 
his country and his heroism in the War of 1812 reach the 
United States . Important friends plead in Washington 
for h is pardon, but to no avail . Near the end of his 
l ife , the dying Nolan summons his friend Masterson , 
agai n in command , to his cabin. From the kindly captain 
he finally gets news of the great events he has missed . 
With a smile on his lips , Nolan dies , content in the 
knowledge that he is going home at last . 
TITLE : Man Without a Country 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ra ting 
3 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to g ive suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1:1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1017 B 
Title : Mary gueen :of Scots 
Author : J . Lawrenc·e a nd R .E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of ,Bing Crosby, Singer 
Type of Story : Historical Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Mary Stuart------- - - - ---Edna Best 
Queen Elizabe tb------ - --Benita Hume 
The Story : Part I 
From the death cell where Mary, Queen of Scotland 
and France , awaits her fate , we travel back in time to 
the first meeting •of the young queen and that uncompro -
mising man of God, John Knox . The latter promi ses to 
be loyal to the daughter of the late King James but 
warns that be wi l l be her conscience as well . Later 
she marr i es t he we.alr Lord Darnley , bears him a son and 
then prays for her de l iverance from him, especially 
since she is convinced that he is the tool of Elizabeth . 
Boswell, her true l ove , murders Darnley and then press -
es Mary to marry him . When she asks John Knox t o marry 
them, he denounces her and swears he woul d rather be 
hanged than sanction such an evil union , and warns that 
her people wi l l rise against her if she persists in 
this rashness . 
Part II 
Aga in i n the tower of London , Mary reminisces for 
her faithful attendant, Seaton . She remembers how she 
defied Knox , married her dear Boswell , and finally was 
forced to flee to he r cous i n Elizabeth for protection . 
Al most within sight of the Engl ish borde r , they are 
halted by the Scottish l ords , Ma.ry is returned to her 
throne, a virtual prisoner , and Boswe l l is actually 
sent to jail and e"Ventually to his death . With the 
connivance of' nobl •emen in the employ of Elizabeth , Mary 
is de livered into the hands of her cousin, whose inten-
tions are made very clear . Mary refuses to abdi cate her 
t hrone and renounc•e her claim to the throne of England . 
The final scene fi.nds Ma r y sewing the last stitch on 
her petticoat . She has been making preparations for 
her execution at d awn . 
11 
TITLE: Mary Queen of Scots 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
1 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model fo~ oral reading 
b. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inni·ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

TITLE: Dr. Heide~er 's Experime nt 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratins; 
3 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to -supply a model for oral read'ing 
h. to aid in s peech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4- indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inn-ing of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3w·3-1018 B 
Title : Oliver Twis.t 
__;;.;, __ ---
Author : Charles D1.ckens 
Favorite Story of Irene Dunne , Movie - Actress 
~ype of Story: Adventure 
Leading Characters1 : 
(No credits given for Cast) 
The Story : Part I 
Mrs • Corney smd the equally famous M.r . Bumble, 
matron of the wor"k:- house and parish beadle , respective -
ly, philosophize slbout world affairs in general and 
Oliver Twist in pt:Lrt i cular . Bumble recounts the story 
of Oliver ' s audaclty in asking for more porridge and 
how he handled the: impudent young orphan . We l earn of 
Oliver's plan to e1scape to London, his subsequent en-
counter with that most amazing young man, the Artful 
Dodger , and his introduction to the latter's tutor , 
Fagin. When the lat ter offers to show Oliver how to 
remove a 'wipe ' wlthout the owner ' s knowing it, the 
lad protests , but Fagin knows how to change his mind . 
Part II 
In the London of 100 years ago, Oliver watches the 
Dodger pilfer the wallet of an unsuspecting old gentle -
. man outside a book- shop . The thief is spotted, but in 
the ensuing confu81on Oliver , who has run away in 
fright , is appreh~1nded as the thief , brought before the 
local magistrate , but l uckily is paro led in the custody 
of the old gentleman who has been victimized but who 
believes Oliver innocent . Enjoying the confidence of 
his benefactor , Mr . Brownlow, Oliver, weeks later , is 
sent with a five - pound note to a book- seller , is inter-
cepted by Fagin and h is confederates , and is forced t o 
help Bill Sikes unlawfully enter Rose Maylie 1 s country 
place . Before th~i burglary is effected, Oliver g ive s 
the alarm , is wounded in the melee that fol l ows a.b.d is 
restored once and for all to ~w . Brownlow and Rose 
Maylie, his aunt. 
l.i5 
TITLE : Oliver Twist 
EVALUATION : 
A o Sound and musical effects 
Ra tinei 
2 
B. Social valne 
c . Characterizat i on , acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value~ 
a . to develop desirable atti tudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . t o suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to s uppl y a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in s peech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate fur t her reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
' indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
For f urther clarification of t hese ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
2 
:16 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1019 A 
Title; Legend of Sleepy Ho l low 
Author : Washington I rving 
Favorite Story o~ Walter Huston, Movie - Actor 
Type of Story : Legend 
Leading Character : 
Ichabod Crane - ----------Sidney Mill er 
The Story : Part I 
To the accompani ment of eerie music we are reminded 
of a l l the ghosts that are fighting for precedence 
among the villages of Sleepy Hollow, a amall g len on 
the ~udson River. There ' s the swing i ng ghost of Major 
Andre , the famous woman i n white , and, of course , the 
Headless Hessian trouper who wanders about in search of 
his head. The latter becomes important when he enters 
the plans of Mr . Brownboy , a rival of Ic!~bod 1 s for the 
hand of lovely Katrina. We are introduced to the gang-
ling schoolmaster , Ichabod , whose pupils at the moment 
are reciting , "Hones t y is the Best Policy ." A knock at 
the door interrupts the lesson , and an invitat i on to a 
dance is banded to the schoo l master . The latter , at the 
party , enjoys far too much success with Katrina to suit 
Brownboy, who plans to get rid of Ichabod for good . 
Part II 
.117 
During a pause in the dancing , stories of the local 
ghosts are to l d , and Brownboy claims he has seen the 
dreaded Hessian with his head under his ar m but was not 
afraid . Later Ichabod tries to steal a k iss from Kat-
rina, is slapped for his imper tinence, and i s shown to 
the door by her irate father . Then follows a wild mid-
night ride ; Ichabod is fr i ghtened by a l l the ghosts of 
the Hollow . The Headless Hessian hurls his head at our 
terrified hero , who never a gain is seen in Sl eepy Hollow , 
but whose progress coul d be traced by an abandoned and 
sweating old nag , a broken pumpkin by the wayside, and 
a succe ssion of children in classrooms , as far west as 
San Fra.ns i sco , reciting , "Honesty is the Be st Policy . 11 
TITLE : Legend of Sle~ Hollow 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratinei 
2 
B. Social value 
c . Character ization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children 's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENE...ttAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates exee llen t 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECO~NDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
:1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1019 B 
Title : The Three Musketeers 
Author : Alexander Dumas, Sr. 
Favorite StoJ:Y. of Gene Tunney , Former Heavyweight Champ 
Type of Story: Adventure 
Lead ing Character : 
D1Artagnan---- -------- - -Howard Duff 
The Story : Part I 
A swashbuckling tale of three soldiers of Louis XIII 
and of the cleverest swordsman of all, D1Artagnan . We 
meet the latter when he rushes into the quarters of the 
captain of the guard , tells how he has been stopped by 
Lady de Winter and her men, and how he has been relieved 
of certain papers of great value. Lady de Winter , it 
seems, is in the pay of Cardinal Richelieu , the rival of 
the King . The Three Musketeers, Athos, Porthos, and 
Aramis, in the presence of the love l y Mlle . Constance , 
challenge D1Artagnan to a duel , in a test of h i s worthi -
ness to join their ranks . At the duelling spot, the 
four are surprised by Ri chelieu ' s guards ; D1Artagnan 
satisfactorily proves his mettle in helping to drive 
them off. Later, at a secret rendezvous between D1Art-
agnan and Constance , Lady de Winter and her hirelings 
appear and abduct the young lady , but not before D1Art -
agnan has sworn to be revenged. 
Part II 
While the noise of the battle sounds in the back-
ground, D1Artagnan grieves for the missing Constance . 
His brooding is interrupted by news of Lady de Winter ' s 
whereabouts. A hooded stranger , who has brought the 
news , t e lls the four that he will reveal hi~self at the 
proper time . Constance is soon rescue d .from Lady de 
Winter , whom the hooded stranger kills .for her complicity 
in the murder of his brother and for her treason to the 
King . In the final scene, a representative of Louis 
announces D1Artagnan 1 s appointment as one of the King 's 
musketeers , while Constance and his companions look on . 
1'-"' 



Catalog No .: FS 3- 3 - 1021 A 
~r it le : The Man YV'11o Made Gold 
--- --- --- ---- ----
J~uthor : Fi tz-Jamea 0 ' Brien 
]:;'avorite Story £f. Lauritz Melch·i6r, Operatic Baritone 
~rype of Story : Mystery 
]Leading Characters : 
Doctor Luxor------------Frank Albertson 
Wm . Blakelock-----------Morris Karnosky 
Marian- - ----------------Lurene Tuttle 
~rhe Story: Part I 
As the rain beats on the darkened New York streets, 
a poorly dressed young wo man raps excitedly on a young 
doctor 's door . She be gs him to hurry to the aid of her 
jfather who has been injured in an explos ion in his lab-
oratory . With the arrival of the doctor, the fat her 
eurses his daughter for meddling, but announce s t hat he 
:Ls one alchemist who has succeeded in making gold from 
l)aser metals and swears the young physician to secrecy. 
As proof, he has his daughter give the doctor a gold in-
got . Subjecte d to an acid test, the gold seems genuine 
~mough . Marian fol l ows the doctor when he leaves and 
requests the return of the gold . In exch ange she pro-
mises to tell him t h e most tragic story in the whole 
world . 
Part II 
Again there is a rap at t he doctor's door , and 
Marian enters, this t i me to tell her story . It was 
heartbreak ing , she says, to watch her fa tber weaken 
mentally , until wi th the final snapping of his mind h e 
bec ame obsesse d with the i dea of making gold . To humor 
h im she sold everything sh e could spare, bought a small 
amount of gold , melted it in a c r ucible and t hen con-
1:;rived to make it appear to her father that he had succ-
~~eded in his exper iment. Each amount was taken away 
jfor safe - keeping ; this same go ld was returned to the 
erucib1e for the nex t experi ment . The d octor risks 
1celling the father the truth ; the beat of h is denial 
eauses the old man ' s death . Still, Marian is happy in 
knowing he r father died believing himself a success. 
123 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educat ional value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. t o review facta 
d . to s uggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . t o s upply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and di~tion 
i. to stimulate i nformal ac ting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above r atings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Rating 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
24 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1021 B 
Title : Washington Square 
Author : Henry James 
Favorite Story of Susan Hayward, Movie- Actress 
Type of Story : Suspense 
Leading Characters : 
Catherine Sloper- - ------Vanessa Brown 
Morr is Townsend- - -------Vincent Price 
The Story: Part I 
Catherine, a spinster and plain enough to be a 
dis appo intment to her father , tells us of her lonely 
life in a great show- place on Washington Square . At 
one of the infrequent dances she attends, Catherine, 
through Aunt Lavinia, meets a handsome young man, 
who not only escorts her home but asks to be a llowed 
to call on her . Later the doctor tells his daughter 
that her new suitor is a fortune - hunter and makes 
his dislike known to the young man himself. The latter, 
i gnoring all threats, asks the girl to marry him, and 
when she announces her engagement to her father , the 
latter says if she marri es wi thout his consent , he will 
cut her off without a penny . "Tell him that and see 
what happens !" he advises . 
Part II 
A.t a rendezvous , arranged with the help of Aunt 
Lavinia , Mor ris suggests that t hey elope . Catherine 
then announces her father ' s ultimatum but swears it 
makes no difference to her . At the hour a greed upon 
for their departure , the bell rings and Catherine re -
ceives a note saying that business has suddenly call-
ed her Morris to New Orleans . Many years pass , the 
f ather dies , and Catherine 1 now inde pendent and ex-
tremely wealthy, hears that her old suitor , fat and bald 
and anxious to meet her , is back in town . For the sake 
of a well- merited revenge , she agrees to see him ; she 
reminds him of his deceit when she needed him, and feels 
triumphant and righteous as she shows him to the door . 
1~5 
TITLE : Washin~ton Square 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ra tins 
2 
B. Social valne 
c. Characterization , acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give sugge s tiona for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior Hi gh and College 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
26 
Catalog No . : FS 3- 3- 1022 A 
Title : Marco Polo 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Sto.~;y_ of Eva Le Gallienne, Actress 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Characters : 
Marco Polo-------- - - - - --Roland Morris 
Kubla Khan--- ----------Norman Field 
The Story : Part I 
In the year of the 8th Crusad.e, travelers who nine 
years previously had journeyed into Central Asia return 
home to Venice . Wondrous are the ta l es the youthflll 
Marco Polo hears from his father Nicolo , one of the 
travelers . The greatest of these t a les concerns the 
most powerful ruler on earth , Kubla Khan . From Marco ' s 
father the great emperor has exacted a promise to re -
turn and teach him about Christianity and the ways of 
the western world . Since his wife bas died during his 
absence , Marco ' s father includes his son in his plans 
to r eturn to the land of the Mongols. With the b,less -
ing of Pope Gregory and letters to the Great Khan , father 
and son travel to Palestine and then eastward until they 
encounter on the 701st day the unbearab l e heat of the 
Mongolian desert and subsequent prostration . One month 
later , nursed back to health, they prepare for their 
audience with the Emperor . 
Part II 
In the presence of the "King of Kings" , Marco and 
h is father recount the story of their travels and their 
rescue by Fangchu and his beautiful sister . The former , 
the emperor informs them, has been beheaded as a trait -
or , while the latter is to be marrie d to his Prime Min-
ister that day . Later, Marco ' s father, suspicious of 
the Prime Minister ' s intentions , tells his son they must 
leave the country . Before leaving , Marco steals into a 
lovely garden to say gpodby to her who nursed him back 
to health . The irate husband discovers Marco and hauls 
him int o court ; there with well- substantiated evidence 
the accused turns accuser . For his proven treason to 
the emperor , the Prime Mi nister is condemned to death . 
Marco and his father are surer than ever of the Emper-
or ' s favor . 
TITLE: Marco Polo 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facta 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RAT I NG : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
Rating 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
? 
2 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh 
•.) } ,..., 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1022 B 
Title : The Casting Awa.z of Mrs . Leeks and Mrs . Aleshine 
Author : Frank Stockton 
Favorite StorY- of Ozzie Nelson & H. Hilliard, Radio Stars 
Type of Story : Comedy 
Leading Characters : 
:Mrs .. Leeks - - ---- - ---- ---Jane Alden 
Mrs . Alesbine--- - - - -----Lurene Tuttle 
1~ . Craig----- ----- -- - --Ben Alexander 
The Story : Part I 
Two elderly widows from Pennsylvania set about mak-
ing l ife miserable for a New York newspaperman , a Mr . 
Craig . Mrs . Leeks , a tall , gaunt , bony woman with 
stringy hair and specta.c les , and Mrs . Ale shine, a. stout , 
dumpy woman, with high- buttoned shoes and a potted- ger-
ani um hat , are the offending parties . From the time they 
force their nostrums for sea- sickness on the deathly-ill 
Mr . Craig until they find themselves cast adrift in a 
leaky life - boat unconcern and almost compl ete indiffer-
ence to the most perilous situations drives him to dis -
traction . After the life - boat slips from under them, 
all three with the aid of an oar manage to reach a nearby 
island . 
Part II 
A neat house with curtained windows proves to be 
surprising haven for this incongruous trio of human be-
ings . Craig is not long in adjusting himself to the 
idle life of a castaway; nor is he displeased by the 
efforts of his two companions to make life comfortable 
for him . Man7 days and many humorous inciden~ later 
they see a ship on t he horizon . It proves to be manned 
by the owner of the house and his daughter. Oddly 
enough the two elderly ladies insist on paying board to 
the owner; the latter refuses to accept the money, in 
fact, is insulted . This difficu lty is reso l ved and the 
l adi es 1 honor saved , when Craig falls in love with the 
young girl, proposes , and is accepted ; the board money 
is then tendered to Emily as her dowry . 
TITLE:: The Casting Away of Mrs. Leeks and Mrs . ~\leshine 
EVALU~~TION: 
A. Sound and .musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
Bo Soeial valne 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Edttca t ional value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum un it under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid i n original writing by ch ildren 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting fo r group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERP.~L RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 i ndi cates exce l lent 
2 i ndicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior Hi gh 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
30 

TITLE: A Tale of Two Cities 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
.3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
Rating 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Catalog No .: FS 3 - 3-102 3 B 
Title : The Man from Yesterday 
Author : Maurice Level 
Favorite Story of Frank Sinatra, Ballad Sin~er 
Type of Story: Suspense 
Leading Character : 
The Man-----------------William Conrad 
The Story : Part I 
As he explains to the little boy who is watching 
him paint, Pierre Renault hopes in painting the carou~H~l 
before him to catch a feeling of the music that it de~~ ­
penses . Lorraine , his loved one , returns from a wal~ 1, 
shoos the youngster away and scolds her lover for paint -
ing a worthless scene. During a leisurely stroll that; 
follows , we learn of the young woman 1 s de a ire for mom' y 
and power . To help satisfy this longing , Pierre later 
gives a worth less check for a pair of diamond earring ~> . 
Selling his painting Carousel brings only a fraction of 
the amount needed . He flees to Switzerland ,. begs wr·· 
raine to follow, and is sneered at for his pains . Fij~­
teen years l ater he reads of his reco gnition as an art; -
ist, and under an assumed name risks returning to Parls . 
Part II 
The carousel and the lovely little park be once 
knew are the same . From the g irl who is st i ll selling 
tickets at the carousel he le a rns how Lorraine used 
.:33 
h i s life story as her first step to riches . He paintB 
furious l y to forget the unpleasantness in his life , ~1d 
under the name of Augustine Bernier offers a sample ojr 
his work to the art dealer who bought his Carousel . At 
first, the dealer refuses t he painting as a pale imitt:l-
tion of the g;raeat Renault Is work , whose best known pa~lnt­
ing he h a s sold to the Louvre for 100 , 000 francs . 
Closer inspection of the new painting proves 1 ts worth , 
and the dealer offers to buy it and any more he bas . 
Bernier, or Renault , raejects financial success when h~~ 
realize s he is striving to be the man he once was and 
can no longer be , the Man from Yesterday . 
TITLE: The Man From Yesterday 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Soc:ial value 
C. Ch~Lracterization, acting and speech 
D. Bnt;ertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in origina l writing by children 
g . to supply a model f or oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
1. to stimulate i nfor mal acting for group 
act ivity 
j. to st imulate further reading 
GENER.A,L RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; l ndicaLes .fair 
4 indicates poor 
For fUrther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior ni gh 
Rati~ 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Catal og No .: FS 3-·3- 1024 A 
Title : The Suicide Cl ub 
- ---· - -
Au thor : Robert Lou. is Stevenson 
Favorite Story of S . J. Perlman , American Humorist 
Type of Story : Adv·enture 
Leading Character : 
Prince Fl o·rizel-------- - Ra.ymond Blair 
The Story : Part I 
Traveling incognito in London, Prince Florizel of 
Bohe mia and his Co lone 1- Aide are bored at failing to 
find the adventure they sought . By chance , they meet 
a stranger who pro,mises to help them really find ex-
citement, that i s , if they are s i ncere . Assured t ha t 
t his is t he case , he takes them to a mysterious address, 
introduces them to' the President of t he Suicide Club, 
and then leaves . Ske ptical of the newcomers ' i ntentions , 
their host a t first denies the existence of a Sui c i de 
Club , but after le ngthy questioning he is satisfied that 
they are sincere a.nd leads them into the smoking- room 
" for the first time , and perhaps for t he last time . " 
Par t II 
Seated on the other side of t he smoking- room door 
are men who have DJLarked themselves for death . It is a 
macabre thing to f'ind these men lau ghing in the face of 
death . How they a.re selected for death is then reveal-
ed . Car ds a.re dea.l t to all . He who rece ives the Ace 
of Spades is the v·ictim for the night ; he who receives 
the Ace of Clubs , the executioner. The Prince and his 
friend are lucky a.nd leave until t he next meeting . 
Careful detection reveals the nefarious sche ming of the 
president , who be!llefi t s financially by the death of each 
vict im . Ri sking his li f e , t he Prince returns t o the 
Club t he next ni j;(ht and is dealt the Ace of Spades . 
Just in time the ~colone l rushes in , exposes the pl ot of 
the president , who·m he l ater escor ts to the conti nent . 
It is understood by the Prince and the other me mbers 
that only the executioner, the Colonel, i s to return 
alive . 
TITLE: The Suicide Club 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RAT ING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
36 
Ratin8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1024 B 
Title : Aladdin 
Author: J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Rogers Hornsby, Baseball Great 
Type of Story ; Fantasy 
Leading Characters : 
(No credits given) 
The Story: Part I 
Scheherazade, the teller of the wonderful tales , 
recal ls that when Solomon was ge tting old, he summoned 
his personal genii by rubbing a wondrous lamp . The 
latter , he instructed the genii , should be buried unti l 
such time as it should be claimed by a youth with the 
mark of a crescent moon on his face . The next scene 
is a crowded square in Bagdad . There a mysterious 
stranger makes inquiries about the youth, Al addin, 
·~~ 
•J I 
who with the others awaits the arrival of the princess. 
The crescent - shaped moon 6n Al addin ' s face is what really 
interests the stranger . Careful deduction reveals the 
secret whereabouts of Solomon ' s lamp , but the genii of 
the lamp warns his new master , Al addin, of the stranger ' s 
evil intentions and leads his new master to the safety 
of his mother's arms . 
Part II 
With untold wealth at his disposal , Aladdin in-
structs his mother to carry many jewels to the king and, 
in behalf of her son, beg for the hand of the princess . 
The -king , impressed , gives his daughter in marri age to 
Aladdin, who makes one last request of his genii , a new 
castl e for his bride and himself . The evil stranger, 
in reality a magici an posing as a dealer in old lamps , 
manages to get the magic lamp from the innocent bride. 
By way of revenge , he orders the genii to transport 
bride and castle to far-off Barbary . Under threat of 
punishment from the king, Aladdin searches for his wife , 
and after forty days reaches Barbary , and manages to 
kill his enemy . With the help of his fai tbfu 1 genii, 
all are restqred safely to Bagdad. 
TITLE: Aladdin 
EVALUATION: 
Ao 
Bo 
Co 
Do 
E o 
Sound and musical effects 
Social value 
Characterization, acting 
Entertainment value 
Educational value: 
and speech 
Rating 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 2 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 2 
Co to review facta 2 
d. to suggest things to do 2 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 2 
f. to aid in original writing by children 2 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 2 
h . to aid in speech and diction 2 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 2 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 2 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above rating s: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginnin-g of t his chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL~ Junior Hi gh 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1025 A 
Title: Inside a Kid's Head 
------ - ----
Favorite Story of Douglas Fairbanks , Jr., Actor 
Type of Story : Fantasy 
Leading Character : 
Richie Price------------Jerry Farber 
The Story : Part I 
The listener is taken on an escorted tour through 
the amazing labyrinth of the brain of Richie Price , a 
member of Grade 5B . In the cerebrum, we see a lot of 
wool;•this, the guide explains 1 Richie has been gathering 
for so me time now . We are escorted upstairs to the sec-
ond floor of the cranium . There we are tuned in to the' 
voice of the teacher who is discussing King John . Our 
young hero imagines he is Sir Richie forcing the wicked 
John to sign the Magna Carta , with the approval of the 
fair darnsel , Lady Jane . Exasperated, the teacher sends 
Richie home with an unsatisfactory card, while the real 
Jane berates him for his inattention in class . Later 
that evening Richie, while boxing with the son of an 
important dinner- guest of r~s parents , imagines he is 
fi ghting for the world ' s championship and proceeds to 
flatten Billy, his opponent . When the latter ' s polit -
ically important father, along with h is son, stalks out 
of the house , Richie ' s father throws up his hands in dis-
gust . 
Part II 
Bells are ringing on all sides as we continue our 
tour of Richie's head ; these are the bells of conscience . 
Richi e , i t seems, learning that his father stuffed the 
teacher ' s note in his pocket without reading it, has 
pilfered the incriminating document . Feeling remorse , 
he rushes to his only fr iend , Mac , the local newspaper-
man . On opening the note, Mac finds it is actuall y an 
expose of graft on the State Highwa~ Commission. Rush-
ed into pr int, this news inadvertently brought before 
the public by Richie's father assures the l~tter success 
in his quest for public office . Naturally, the proud 
father is convinced that he has sired a budding genius . 
TITLE : Inside a Kid's Head 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin~ 
I 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

TITLE: A Doll's House 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
C. Char acterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educat i onal val ue: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to r evi ew fac t s 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f . to aid in original writing by chi l dren 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and dic t ion 
1. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above r atings : 
1 indicates exce llent 
2 indicates good 
;, indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High and College 
42 
Ra t ing 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

TITLE: Peter Ibbetson 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratin5 
2 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a mode 1 fo·r oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
:3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn1.ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
44 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1026 B 
Title : The Necklace 
Author : Guy de Maupassant 
Favorite Sto~ of Greer Garson , Mo vi~~Actress 
Type of Story : Suspense 
Leading Characters : 
Mathilde--- -------------Heather Angel 
Pierre ----------------- - Ha.ns Conried 
The Story: Part I 
After many years, two former girlhood friends, 
Mathilde Loisel and Kathe rine Forestier, meet and tell 
what has happened since they last met . When compared 
with her friend, Mathilde is living a shabby existence, 
and that evening she weepingly tells her husband Pierre 
of her meeting . To cheer her up, Pierre provides his 
wife with an invitation to dance at the Minister of 
Education's home . A new gown and a necklace, the latter 
borrowed from Katherine, complete the young matron ' s 
happiness . All at the party are captivated by the rad-
iance and beauty of Mathilde , but discovery of the loss 
of the borrowed necklace ruins the evening for Pierre 
and his young wife . 
Part II 
Pretending that the clasp of the necklace is broken 
and mus t first be repaired, Mathilde apologizes to her 
friend for not returning the string of pearls . Mean-
while her husband and she search Paris until they find 
the necklace they are sure is identical with the one 
they lost. Only by selling everything they own and 
mortgaging their future are they able to purchase the 
pearls and deliver them to Katherine . Fourteen years 
later, Mathilde, a haggard, old scrubwoman, again meets 
Katherine on the street . She feels free now to tell 
her friend how the necklace was lost and what sacrifices 
Pierre and she made to replace it. Horrified, Katherine 
tells Math ilde that the original pearls were only paste . 
45 

Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1027 A 
Title : Jamie Free l 
Author : J. Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Barry Fitzgerald, Acto r 
Type of Story : Folk- Tale 
Leading Characters : 
(No credits g iven) 
The Story : Part I 
Summoned by the voices of the Little People, Jamie 
Freel leaves his mother and starts out in search of ad-
venture . The leprechauns tell him they are riding far 
to fetch the beautiful lady . When he sees the l atter 
our young hero is smitten by her beauty, and a gainst the 
wishes of his little friends , rushes back to his mother 's 
cottage with the girl . He bid s his mother throw rice 
and barley to the wind , so that they may ward off t he 
magic of the Wee People. The l atter , foiled in their 
attempt to rescue the beautiful lady, strike he r deaf 
and dumb . In this state she will remain while Jamie 
keeps her prisoner . 
Part II 
Before l ong Jamie be gins to know r eal trouble . A 
spokeman from the towns people raps at the door and de -
mands that Jamie get rid of the foreign girl who doesn 't 
speak their tongue . This witch, they say, has caused 
the blight of t heir crops. Ironically enough , J amie 
turns t o the little people for help , but only after he 
has shown his forei gn l ove over the l ength and breadth 
of his native land . The leprechauns relent and suppl y 
the magic that wil l make the gi rl hear and speak . From 
their f avori te r i ver he is to take some moon- lit drops 
of water and place one of these on e ach of her ears and 
lips . Great is Jamie's amazement when his "foreign" 
love sp~aks for the first time in the rich brogue of 
Done gal ! 
r 4•·· 
TITLE; Jamie Freel 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
1 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facta 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
:; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
l4u 
Catalog No • : FS 3-3 - 102 7 B 
Title: The Strange Mr . Bartelby 
Author : Herman Melville 
Favorite Story of Robert Mont gomery, Actor 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Characters : 
Bartelby------~-- ~~~----Hans Oonried 
Attorney- ----- ----- --- --William Conrad 
The Story: Part I 
At the office of a prominent attorney , Mr. Bartelby 
applies for a position as copyist . Hired, he works dili -
gently, until his employer asks him to do some proof-
reading . To this request, Bartelby answers, " I prefer 
not!" Exasperated, the attorney overlooks this refusal, 
but then begins to noti ce many queer things about his 
employee . He notices t hat he takes no l unch hour , eats 
only a few cookies for l unch, and even sleeps at night 
in the office. ~fuen he catches Mr . Bartelby staring at 
him constantly, the attorney decides to speak to the 
gentleman, who since his arrival has filled the office 
with an air of depression and death. Then it is dis- · 
covered that Bartelby's si ght is failing , and when he 
is dismissed, he utters the only three words he seems 
to know, 11 I prefer not ! 11 
Part II 
To be rid of his odd employee, the attorney moves 
to different quarters, leaving Bartelby behind in the 
empty office . Weeks later , the attorney on his r eturn 
from a vacation finds on his desk Bartelby's old jacket 
and a note fro m the janitor of his former office build-
ing . In it he states that Mr . Bartelby is in prison. 
An envelope in the jacket l eads the attorney eventually 
to the Dead Letter Office in Washing ton . There, he 
learns, Bartelby worked for twenty years , dealing with 
the thwarted hopes of addressers and addressees . The 
only one letter the unfortunate man had ever written 
was returned to Bartelby stamped "Addresse e Unknown . " 
These long years of frustration, then, account for his 
oddity and h is imprisonment . 
TITLE: The Strange Mr . Bartelby 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 3 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
Rating 
; 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of t h is chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
15 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1028 A 
Title : Mystery of Room~ 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee 
Favorite Story of G. Burns & G. Allen, Comedy Team 
Type of Stor y : Mystery 
Leading Character : 
El len Rober ts -----------Janet Waldo 
The Story : Part I 
After the de a th of her father , an American official, 
Ellen Roberts and her mother leave India , bound for home . 
Al though ill during the s ea voyage, Mr s . Roberts feels 
better when they reach Marseille s , and they go on to 
Pari s by t rain . It is t he time of the Great Exposition , 
and they are lucky to get a room in a small but respect-
able hotel , The Marquis . Room 323 was not ~the kind one 
eas ily f orgets, with its red wall- paper and Louis XIV 
furniture . When Mrs . Roberta again become s 111, Ellen 
summons a doctor who sends the gi r l to his house for 
s pecial medic ine . After many unexpected delays, she 
returns hours later , only to find a complete strange r 
i n Room 323 . Even the room is not the same , nor does 
the clerk know what she , the puzzled. girl , is jabbering 
about . 
Part II 
Since the c l erk do esn ' t underst.and her , and since 
she gets no satisfaction from the st:range e l evator- boy 
or from the new tenant in Room 323, she turns to the 
American Embassy and the po l i ce . Le ar ning that what 
was red wall- paper is now green, the police deduct that 
a paper- hanger is involved . When l ocated , the wo rk-
man i mplicates the manager of the hotel . He , in turn, 
tells that when it was discovered t ba t Mr s . Robe rts had 
died of the Black Plague , they hoped. to prevent the 
closing of the hote l and to avoid a panic in the city 
by secretly disposing of the body a nd redecorating the 
room . Such were the reasons why they pretende d they 
hadn ' t seen the distraught Miss Roberts previously . 
51 
TITLE : Mystery of Room 1.?.2. 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratine; 
3 
Bo Social value 
0. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational val ue: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RAT I NG : 2 
No te: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High and Senior High 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
t52 
Catal og No .: FS 3-3- 1028 B 
Title: Tom Sawyer 
Author : Mark Twain 
Favorite Story of Ruth Gordon , Actress 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Characters : 
Tom Sawyer----- - - ---- - --Skippy Homeier 
Huck Finn--------------- Jimmy Lydon 
The Story: Part I 
For the amusement of the listener, the memorable 
scene of the fence and the bucket of' white- wash is re -
enacted by Tom and his companions . That night Tom and 
Huck meet in the grave yard by appointment and accident-
ally overhear the grave robbers , Injun Joe , Doctor Robin-
son and Muff Potter quarreling . The liquor- crazed in-
dian kills Doc with a knife. The youngsters , terrified 
out of their wits , waste no time in l eavi ng , and fear of 
Injun Joe seals the i r lips . However , at tbe trial of 
Muff Potter, wbo is accused of the murder , Tom appears 
as a surpri se witness . When he tells what he saw , In-
jun Joe escapes through an open wind.ow , vowing revenge 
on Tom. 
Part I I 
Haunted by the thJughta of Injun Joe , Tom !:as many 
uneasy moments . One of the latte r deve lops when Huck 
and he enter the local haunted house . Again the boys 
see and overhear Injun Joe and a confederate , t his time 
dividing money they had stolen . They l earn _of Injun ' s 
plan for revenge on Tom and his intention to bury the 
loot at No . 2 under a cross . Making a hurried exit , the 
boys forget the incident wben their favorite young lady, 
Becky Thatcher, invites them on a picnic . In the course 
of the afternoon, Becky and Tom get lost in MacDougall ' s 
cave , and before long f i nd themselves fleeing in terror 
before the hunt ed Injun Joe . Fortun.ate l y, they manage 
to e s cape . By court orde r t he cave entrance is blocked 
permanently . Later Tom and Huck ent.er by a secret en-
trance and find tbe loot and the dead body of Injun Joe . 
l53 
TITLE : Tom Sawyer 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Soc ial valne 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E v Educational value: 
a . t o develop des i rab le attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to re vi ew fac ts 
d . to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggest i ons for children's acting 
f. to aid in ori ginal writ i ng by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
1. t o stimula t e informal act i ng fo r group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indi cates excellent 
2 indicates good 
~ i ndicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clari!'ication of these rat ings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LBVEL: Junior Hi gh 
15t1 
Ratins 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No.: FS 3-3-1029 A 
Title: Ben Hur 
----
Author : General Lew Wallace 
Favorite Story of Clyde Beatty, Animal Trainer 
Type of Story : Historical Romance 
Lead ing Characters : 
Ben Hur- - ---------------John Beal 
Messala-----------------Marvin Miller 
The Story : Part I 
A small boy, his father and his grandmother climb 
to the top of a hill . Here the father says he saw Hi m. 
Ben Hur, the father , tells t he events of his life that 
lead to his meeting with Hi m. As his son David l istens 
attentively, Ben recalls his meeting with his friend 
Messala, who has returned to Judea in the uniform of a 
Roman soldier. The latter has become haugh ty, cruel 
and suspicious, and soon mist~~enly accuses Ben, h is 
mQther and sister of attempting to assassinate the 
Roman governor . Mother and daughter are condemned to 
prison, while Ben is sentenced to the galleys for life. 
For years, bitterness and reve nge eat at the heart of the 
condemned man until one day a gentle hand touches his 
shoul der and offers him a drink of water and a b lessing . 
That is his first meeting with the Nazarene . 
Part II 
David 's grandmother briefly takes up the story. 
For eight dark years, we learn, her daughter and she 
suffer in prison until it is discovered that they have 
leprosy. Even the dark prison is too good for them 
then, and they are set free to wander as outcasts. Ben, 
freed from the galleys and learning of his family's 
misery, swears vengeance . Back in Rome , Ben conquers 
his hated rival, Messala, in a chariot race i n the Cir-
cus Maximus. Returning to Judea, Ben is reunited with 
his loved ones who eventually are cured by Hi s healing 
hand . Little David even hears how his father witnessed 
the Resurrection, and understands when he hears , "Where 
there's love, there you will f i nd God . 11 
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TITLE: Ben Hur 
EVALUATION: 
Ae Sound and musical effects 
Be Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
fo to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j o to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
Rating 
I 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
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Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1029 B 
Title : Mutineers of the Bounty 
Author : Charles Nordhoff and James Norman Hall 
Favorite Story of Walter Wanger, Producer 
Type of Story : True Adventure 
Leading Characters: 
Fletcher Christian------Fra nk Lovejoy 
Captain Bligh-----------Wi lliam Conrad 
Roger Byam-- --- ------ --- lon McAl lister 
The Story : Part I 
At the a ge of nineteen, Roger Byam bids goodby to 
an anxious mother and walks aboard the Bounty, to serve 
as a midshipman under Capt. Bligh. From Mr . :Morrison 
l57 
and Mr . Christ.ian we learn that the vessel is bound for 
Tahi ti , and we soon learn that the crew is a discontented 
one . Chief among the complaints of the men is the sorry 
.1ness that passes as food aboard the ship. Apprised of 
their grumbling , the captain informs the men that because 
of the theft of two cheeses their rations will be further 
cut . Roger knows that the culprit is the captain himself, 
but protests in vain. One night, not long after the in-
cident, Mr . Christian, goaded on by the harshness and 
cruelty of the past weeks , seizes control of the captain 
and his ship . 
Part II 
With the m1ip becalmed and under his control, N~ . 
Christian announces his intention of casting adrift the 
captain and his mate, Fryer. Bligh learns that he will 
receive a plentiful supply of food but must depend on 
his resourcefulness and seamanship for his safety . After 41 days adrift, Capt. Bli gh manages to reach an island 
in the Pacific, and eventually returns to England . In a 
subsequent court trial, we learn from Roger t hat Mr. 
Christian has safe l y escaped to a coral island somewhere 
in the Pacific. The judge, hearing the l ong recital of 
cruelties aboard the Bounty and g iving consideration to 
Roger 's youth, acquits the young man of t he charge of 
mut iny. 
TITLE: Mutineers of the Bounty 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rat ins 
1 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j.o to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
l indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
5 
Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1030 A 
Title : The Bottle Imp 
Author: Robert Louis Stevenson 
Favorite Story of Ed Wynn , Comedian 
Type of Story: Fantasy 
Leading Characters: 
Keawe ---- - - -------- - - --- Jeff Corey 
Kokua------------- - - --- - Mary Jane Craft 
The Story: Part I 
A young man recently arrived from Hawa:li stands ad-
miringly before a large San Francisco estate . The gar-
dener offers to introduce him to the owner who would 
gladly change places with the young man . This is arrang-
ed and the owner of the house explains t hat all his 
wealth comes from the imp that dwells in the tiny bottle 
he ho lds in his hand . However , unless the owner sells 
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the bottle before he dies, he will land in Hades . Ex-
plaining that the bottle must be sold for less than one 
paid for it, he persuades Ke awe to bu¥ it for $50 . To 
test 1 ts power , Keawe wishes for his $50. , and it is re-
turned . Afraid, he r ushes out and without t hinking sells 
t he bottle for ~60 . Later, aboard ship , he finds the 
bottle in his locker, and realizes that for the time being 
he is stuck with it. As a further test , he wishes for 
a beautiful house, and as he walk s down the gangplank 
at the end of his voyage , he learns a deceased uncle has 
granted his latest wish . 
Part II 
When the bottle imp has satisfied all Keawe 1 s wish-
es for affluence, we learn that a friend purchases the 
magic container for ,j~25. Keawe then married the beau ti -
ful Kokua, whom he bas loved for a long time. Their 
happiness is shattered when it is discovered that Keawe 
has leprosy . A frantic search for the most recent owner 
of the bottle follows; g lad to be rid of the cursed 
thing, the man sells it back for one cent. Eventually 
Keawe manages to sell t he bo ttle for a few centimes to a 
known crimi nal living on a French Island . This gentle-
man, knowing that he will roast in Hades anyway , decides 
to keep the magic bottle . 
TITLE: The Bottle Imp 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social valne 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggest ions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i, to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
~ indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Rating 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1030 B 
Title : Cashel Byron 1 s Profession 
Author: George Bernard Shaw 
Favorite Story of Henry Fonda , Actor 
Type of Story: Comedy 
Leading Character: 
Oashel Byron------------Michael 0 1Herlihy 
The Story : Part I 
Seated in his office, the Headmaster of an English 
pub l ic school is discussing with Mrs. Byron the future 
of her 17 year old son . The latter, when alone with his 
mother , announces his dislike for Latin and Gr eek and 
begs to be a l lowed to leave s chool . Overruled, he later 
knocks out his geometry teacher and runs away to sea .• 
In Australia he meets a boxing promoter who admires his 
physique and ability with his hands, so that by the time 
he is twenty- two he has been groomed by his new .friend 
into championship boxing material. Back in Engl and .for 
a boxing match, which at the time is illegal, he does 
his t r aining secretly on the estate of a friend . Living 
in the gate - hous e and posing as a student , he accident-
ally meets the young lady of the house , Lydi a Carew, and 
falls in love . 
Part II 
Whep questioned , Cashel tells Lydia he is a student 
of physical science . Partly satisfied but suspicious, 
she meets him again at Lady Hoshin ' s soiree . There , 
Cashel takes exception to the mouthings of a pompous 
guest on the art of being clever . To prove his point , 
Cashe l knocks the offending gentleman unconscious. Ly-
dia, of course , dismisses him as a fi ghting, brawling 
brute. When later s he learns his true identity , she 
nervous l y decides to attend the championship match for 
which Cashel has been preparing . Her new found interest 
in boxing and in Cashe 1, in paJtt·icular , leads to marriage 
for the young couple , and eventually a seat in the House 
of Parliament for Cashel . 
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TITLE : Cashel Byron ' s Profession 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratine; 
2 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
Co to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inn-ing of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Ri gh 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
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Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1031 A 
Title : The Moons tone 
Author : Wilkie Collins 
Favorite Story of Russell Crouse, Playwright- Actor 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Characters : 
Frankl in Blake --- -------Thomas Smith 
Sergeant Cuff--- - -------Marvin Miller 
The Story : Part I 
In India, Mr . Frank lin Blake is visited in his hote l 
by a swarthy stranger . The l atter warns that only trouble 
awaits the one who has purloined the moonstone from the 
forehead of the Moon C--oddess . Bl al{e dismi sses the in-
truder as a madman and shortly thereafter sails for En g-
land . On his arrival, he learns of his uncle Jonathan's 
death and the l atter ' s strange but wonderful bequest to 
Rachel Verinder , the young man 1 e fiancee . A large moon -
stone , estimated by Cousin Godfrey to be worth a million 
pounds, is the legacy. That night a terrifying scream 
awakens the househo l d , and Rachel announces that the gem 
has disappeared . Scotland Yard is notified , and short l y 
after the arrival of its ace inspector , Sgt . Cuff , the 
visitor to Bl ake ' s r oom i n India i s caught lurk ing out -
side. 
Part II 
More mystifying still is Rache l ' s behavior toward 
Blake ; she refuses to see or tal k to him . When the in-
spector decides to reenact t he events that l ed up to the 
theft , Blake is given the same number of sleeping pills 
he clai ms he took before retiring for the night. In due 
time , the inspector sees Blake rise in his sleep, go to 
Rache l ' s room1 remove a fake stone substituted for the 
original , and then drop the stone on the way back to his 
bed . Rachel confesses she knew a ll this , but kept quiet 
out of l oyalty to her fiance. The inspector is right 
when he suspects that Godfrey has made off with the stone. 
With the gem restored to i ts rightful owners , it is only 
a matter of time before Blake and Rache l are married. 
TITLE: The Moonstone 
EVALUATION! 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin8 
1 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
No te: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
' indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For f urther c larification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
G 
Catalog No.: FS 3-3-1031 B 
Title: Pride and Prejudice 
Author : Jane Aus ten 
Favorite Story of Oliver Smith, American Artist 
Type of Story : Roman tic Comedy 
Leading Characters: 
El izabeth---------------He l en Craig 
Darcy-------------------William Conrad 
Y~s . Bennet------------- Irma Belton 
The Story: Part I 
A desi gning but lovable mother and her eligible 
daughters are the materials from which this story is 
spun . The intrigues of ~rs. Bennet to catch t he eli -
g i b le Mr. Bi ngley for her daughter Jane and the latter's 
temporary rebellion are really incidental to the clash 
of the two central characters, the daughter Lizzie and 
the handsome Darcy . The latter overhears Lizzie advis -
ing Jane to stand up to her mother in the Bingley affair . 
Armed with this knowledge of the inner workings of the 
Bennet family , he trades on it in courting the spirited 
and independent Lizzie , or Miss Elizabe t h . Among the 
many t hings the young girl dislikes about her persistent 
suitor is his treatment of George Wickham, godson of 
Darcy ' s father. Dismissing George as an idler, Darcy 
proposes to Lizzie before he leaves for London , but not 
before he learns that Bingley and Jane are engaged. 
Part II 
Mrs . Bennet announces to Lizzie that the latter's 
aunt wishes to see her in London . When Lizzie refuses 
to go, Lydia offers to take her p l ace . The mother has 
cause to re gret he r approval of this substitution, for 
it is not long before s he learns o£ daughter Lydia 's 
elopement with the worthless George Wickham . The noble 
Darcy has financed the wedding. When Lady Catherine 
de Bourgh , Darcy's aunt, attempts to prevent Lizzie 
from marrying her nephew, Darcy, the girl realizes where 
her true feelings lie and rushes to the arms of the 
young man under discussion. 
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T ITIE : Pride and Prejudice 
EVALUATION : 
A. Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization , acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to sugges t things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in s peech and diction 
i. to stimula te informal acting for group 
act ivity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 i ndicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 i ndicates fair 4 indicates poor 
Rating 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior High 
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Catalog No. : FS 3-3-1032 A 
Title: Lady of the Lamp 
Author: J . Lawrence and R. E. Lee (Adapt:l:on) 
Favorite Story of Robert Young, Movie- Actor 
Type of Story : Saga of Heroism 
Leading Character: 
Florence Nightingale----Edna Best 
The Story: Part I 
The youthful Florence Ni ghtingale returns from 
Italy , where her family hoped she would forget this 
nonsense of nursing , a de grading, menial business. In-
stead, Florence returns full of the news of her visit 
to an Italian nursing school and of her determination to 
provide similar training for young Englishwomen. With 
the outbreak of the Crimean war, Florence offers her 
services and those of thir ty of her young assistants to 
the English government . Here we are made familiar with 
all the heartbreak, barriers, official red-tape and pre-
judices this brave woman survives before we find her at 
a medical station in the Crimea, not far from the front 
lines. Her greatest sacrifice was her rejection of marr-
iage, offered by the young man she really loved. 
Part II 
As the war rolls on and the overworked troupe of 
nurses carries on in its make- shift quarters, we learn 
of the difficulties that beset Miss Ni ghtingale. We 
learn, too , of the love and affection the wounde d and dy-
ing soldiers have for the Lady with the Lamp, as she 
moves from bed to bed . She even risks censure and court-
martial to get needed supplies. With the arrival of the 
wounded Mark Sandhurst, her fiance , her courage fai l s 
momentarily. An emergency operation keeps t h e youn g 
man alive, but just before the ship that is carrying him 
home reaches England, he dies. Back in England at t he 
end of the war, Florence, proudly but sadly, receives 
the well- deserved honors paid to her by a grateful sov-
ere i gn and people. 
TITLE : Lady of the Lamp 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization , acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable at titudes 
b. t o supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to re vi ew fac ts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give sugges tions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. t o stimula te informal acting fo r group 
activity 
jo to st imulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 i ndicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of t hese ratings 
see the beginn-ing of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
16 
Ratin~ 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Catal og No. : FS 3- 3-1032 B 
Title: Lost Horizon 
Author : James Hi l ton 
Favorite Story of Mary Pickford, Movie-Actress 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Character : 
Hugh Conway-------------Ronald Colman 
The Story : Part I 
Hugh Conway, British consul , tells of an airplane 
fli ght in the company of his friend and vice - consul , 
Mallison, and a few other passengers. When they realize 
t hey are off their course, they query the pilot, who re -
fuses to answer their questions and brushes them away 
with a revolver . A crash-landing foll ows , and the next 
thing Conway and he realize they are members of a cara-
van that is climbing a mountain pass in Tibet . Moments 
la ter they are gazi ng at the fabulous, enchanted, spri ng-
like paradise of Shangri- La. They soon meet the beauti -
ful Lo -Tsen and the High Ll ama of the monastery that go v-
erns this peaceful valley and its gent l e people . From 
this wrinkled, l itt l e old man they l earn t he history of 
the place and the fact that it was discovered ov~r 200 
years ago. 
Part II 
To their amazement , they discover that the little 
old man before them is the original Fr . Perraul t, a 
missionary who first found this val ley and its peaceful 
inhabitants . If this is so , he must be 250 years old . 
The secret of longevity is in the valley of Shangri- La . 
Hugo learns that the child-like Lo - Tsen with whom Malli-
son is now hopelessly in love was engaged to marry at 18 . 
But that was in l 864 ! With the sudden death of Fr. Perr-
ault , Hugh and Mallison decide to leave, but the latter 
insists on taking Lo-Tsen with them . Once outs i de , a 
storm overtakes them; Mallison perishes , and when Conway 
awakes in a hospital, he is told that the o l dest woman 
t hey had ever seen was rescued with him . Further ques -
tioning reveals that the woman died during the night. 
16 
TITLE : Lost Horizon 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rating 
3 
Bo Social value 1 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 1 
Do Ente rtainment value 1 
Eo Educational value : 1 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 1 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 1 
c. to review facts 1 
d. to suggest things to do 1 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 1 
fo to aid in original writing by children 1 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 1 
h. to aid in speech and diction 1 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 1 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
' indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1033 A 
Title: Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard 
Author : Anatole France 
Favorite Story of Rise Stevens , Operatic Star 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Character : 
Sylvestre Bonnard-------Sam Jaffe 
The Story: Part I 
A learned member of the French Institute , Syl vestre 
Bonnard returns to his hometown at the invitation of 
friend Paul de Gabry, to classify some manuscripts found 
in the chateau recently inherited . At work late at night 
he is visited by a beautiful child , who he discovers is 
the grand- daughter of Cl ementine, the girl he once loved 
so madly . Learning that her deceased parents were in the 
employ of his host and that she is now under the guard-
ianship of Mons . Mouche , he swears to do what he can for 
the child as a tribute to the memory of his beloved Cl em-
entine . 
Part II 
1'#1 
Ma i tre Moucbe gives Bonnard permission to visit the 
child at the school where she boards as a charity s tudent . 
The Head-Mistress , Mlle . Prefere , on l earning the iden-
tity of her di stinguished visitor, grants many privileges 
to little Jeanne . At Bonnard 1 s invitation, she carr res 
the chil d to Par is for a visit , but soon leaves with the 
youngster when she realizes that Bonnard ' s interest is in 
the child and not in her. When she announces that he may 
not visit Jeanne again, Syl vestre then commi ts his crime; 
he kidnaps the child . Hi s terror subsides when Paul 
later tells him that Mouche has been arrested as an em-
bezzler . The d e lighted Bonnard, then, has no difficu~ty 
in having himse l f appointed as the new guardian . 
TITLE : The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard 
EVALUATION : 
A~ Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
2 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facta 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the ab9ve ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarific.ation of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 

TITLE: Looking Backward 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
3 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D o Entertainment value 
E o Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
1. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 3 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Catal og No .: FS 3-3- 1034 A 
Ti t l e : The Wi ndow 
Author : Anton Chekov 
Favorite Story of Eddie Cantor , Comed i an 
Type of Story : Psycholog ical Study 
Lead ing Characters : 
F,eodor--- - ------ - - - - - ---Ludwi g Dona t 
Ivan ------------ --------William Conrad 
Valentin------ - ---- ---- -Hans Conried 
The Story : Part I 
Light from a l one window i llumines a dark hospital 
ward in Czarist Russia . From their conversation, we 
learn the nature of the three bed~ridden patients that 
oc cupy the room. Feodor , t he lucky one by t he window , 
is cheerful; Ivan is querul ous; Valentin is dour and re -
sentful. Ivan ' s daughter visits her fathe r to tell of 
her new baby and to offer her parent a home . Rather than 
be a burden , he sends her away . To cheer him up, Feodor 
tells Ivan his daughter is in the street , throwing kisses 
up at the window . This very window is what makes the 
others jealous of Feodor, even trough he has brightened 
their days by describing the many gay scenes that are 
within view . Co l db loodedly , his roommates plot to move 
Feodor ' s medi cine out of his reach when he is asleep . 
Helpless during one of h is seizures , Feodor will die, and 
one of the others will inherit his bed . 
Par t II 
When Feodor wakes , he is asked to describe what is 
going on outside the window . As he complies , Valentin 
reac hes down and pul ls toward him the carpet on which 
Feodor ' s medicine table stands . Turning around , the in-
nocent man realizes what is happening and calls for the 
porter, but it is the latter ' s day off . Stricken with 
one of h is attacks, Feodor ' s calls for the doctor and the 
attendant are so weak as to be inaudible . As expected, 
he dies . The following day , Valentin inherits the dead 
man 's bed by the window, and laughs bi tter ly and hyster-
ically when he sees beyond the window nothing but a wall ! 
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TITLE : The Window 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratin~ 
2 
Bo Social val\le 
c. Characterization, act.ing and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational val ue: 
a.. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to revi ew facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and dicti0n 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates g ood 
3 i ndicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High and College 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

TITLE: The Glass Eye 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
RatinB 
1 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 3 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High and College 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
'( 
4 
Catal og No . : FS 3-3- 1035 A 
Title : The Browni ngs 
Author: J . Lawrence and R. :B . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Sto~.r of Garson Kanin, Playwr i ght 
Type of Story : Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Elizabeth Barrett- - --- - - Betty Lou Gessing 
Robert Br owning-- - - ---- - Benn-y Kroger 
The Story: Part I 
The resemb l ance of I~ss Norri s , a representative of 
the Br owning Soc i ety, to his dead wife causes Robert 
Browni ng to remember• h i s f irst meeting with El i zabeth . 
Having read some of the l atter ' s work , Browning asks to 
be all owed to call. Mr . Barrett refuses to all ow this , 
but Robert remembers all the c l andest i ne mee tings he 
managed with his beloved , the joy he brought i nto her 
l ife , the encouragement they gave each other , and fina l ly 
bis determination to carry her away to Ital y with him . 
Part II 
Unknown t o Mr . Barrett , Browning whisks the helpl ess 
but exc i ted Elizabeth away from her room where she has 
been a virtual prisoner . Foll owing the marri age ceremony , 
the happy coupl e rush to Italy . Florence , Venice, Perug-
i a , and Si enna are but a few of the pl aces we visi t in the 
company of the Brownings . Elizabeth , with the a i d of her 
husband ' s deep and abiding love , is re s tored to a me asure 
of good health . Verses of their poems are put i nto the 
mouths of Eli zabeth and her husband during the tender 
love scenes we overhear . 
TITLE: The Brownings 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B o Social value 
c. Characterization , acting and speec~ 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i. t o stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo t o stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
3 i ndicates fair 4 indica tes poor 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High and Col lege 
8C 
Ratins 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Catalo g No .: FS 3-3- 1035 B 
Tit le : The Telltale Heart 
Au thor : Edgar Allan Poe 
Favorite Story of Cary Grant , Mo vie - Actor 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Characters : 
The Murderer---- - -------Wi lliam Conrad 
Old Man- - ----- - ---------Herb Butterfield 
The Story : Part I 
From the lips of the murderer we hear how the oldl 
man died . It was not the latter ' s gold but h is evil e•ye 
that caused h is demise . The old gentleman was a k ind old 
man , we are assure d , but h i s ri ght eye was the evil of-
fender . For seven nights , i n the company of the murderer 
we visit the old man ' s room at midnight . Each night "re 
see him asleep. On t he eighth night he wakes unexpected-
ly and when the ray of light falls on that evil eye , the 
intruder drags the old man ~rom his bed and smothers h i m 
- -to still the beating o f the old man ' s heart . 
Part II 
After witnessing the c l ever and ingenious way in 
which t he murdered man is hi dden bene ath the floor-pla.nk-
ing , we hear a rap at the door . In the company of our· 
narrator , we admit the visitor, the police ! We marve l. 
at the coolness of the criminal as he brazenl y escorts 
the officer about the house . The officer , incidentally, 
is investigating a scream a neighbor beard during the 
night . Sheer over- confidence , however, proves the mur•der-
er 's downfal l when he inv ites the policeman into the mur-
dered man 1 s room . As t he po liceman chats amicably with 
his host , he suddenl7 notices an uneas iness in his host . 
This gives way to horror and an admission of guilt whe•n 
the noise he first i nJa gined was in h i s ears is now , h e 1 s 
ce rtain, t he pounding of that hideous heart beneath the 
f l oor . 
8 
TITLE: Telltale Heart 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rating 
Bo Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1036 A 
Title : The Sunken Ci ty 
Author : Frederick Gerstacker 
Favorite Story of Jane Cowl, Actress 
Type of Story: Fantasy 
Leading Characters : 
Gerte -------------------Bernice Barrett 
Arnold- - ---- --- - - -------Donald Bucker 
The Story : Part I 
In search of a scene to paint , .Arnold , a young paint-
er, is soon lost , and asks directions from a forester, 
whom he meets . Set on t he right road , he meets the beau-
ti ful young Gerte , who has come to keep an appointment 
with someone who looks like Arno ld . The latter asks to 
paint her . At first she refuses, then consents . How-
ever, she leads hi m to her home and i ntroduces hi m to 
her father, the mayor . Next she takes him to the ceme -
ta!'Y and shows him the dates on her mother 1 s grave, t1Born 
1188- -Died 1224. 11 With this warning , she pleads with h i m 
to leave, but he is unafraid and offers to enter the near-
by church for gu idance . She bars his way and utters a 
strange word , telling him that on the following day be 
would understand the meaning of the word . 
Part II 
Arnold f eels r eality has s l ipp&d from him, espec-
ially when he sees the strange l i ght in Gerte 1s eyes . 
At the church festival, the young co'uple behave l i ke any 
·two peopl e deepl y i n love . Constantly she asks Arnold 
for assurances of his unswerving love . Then , as sudden-
ly a s she came , she disappears . Arnold rushes through 
the forest , calli ng her name frantically . Cut and bleed-
ing, he is again rescued by the forester . Puzzled , Arn-
old inquires about the town of Gamelbausen . In reply, 
he is told that it is a town many fathoms beneath the 
surface of a nearby swamp . Because the elders cursed 
God when lean years befell them , the village was sunk 
and is allowed , legend has it , to rise for one day every 
one hundred years . The paint ing of Gerte in his hand 
convinces him he was not dreaming . 
TITLE: The Sunken City 
EVALUATION: 
A. Sound and musical effects 
Ratin8 
I 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RAT ING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2· indicates good 
~ indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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TITLE: The As.Pern Papers_ 
EVALUATION : 
A o Sound and musical effects 
B o Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e . to give suggestion~ for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 1 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Ratin~ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1037 A 
Title : The Young Years 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee (Adapt ion ) 
Favorite Story of Et he l Barrymore , Actress 
Type of Story : Character Study 
Leading Characters : 
Tory Crestwell----------William Conrad 
Tom, his son- -----------J i m.'lly Lydon 
Col . Washington---------William Johnstone 
The Story: Part I 
187 
This is the story of Washing ton the plantati on owner , 
who bothers with mundane ma tters like the purchase of a 
landing . In fact , it is this very landing that causes 
much b itterness between the colonel and h is neighbor , 
Crestwell. Unknown to his father , young Tom Crestwell 
has been paying court to Nancy Curt i s , the colone l's 
step- daughter . With t he outbreak of hos t ilities at Lex-
ington , Crestwe ll calls at Mt . Vernon to l earn Washing-
ton 's position in the matter. Surprised to find his son 
visiting the Washingtons and even more surprised to learn 
that t h e colonel and h i s son are with the revolutionists , 
he d isowns both of them, a t the same t i me swearing his 
allegiance t o King George . 
Part II 
This is the story of Wash ington the general, who 
after Lexington and Concord meets with a s erious reverse 
at Brandywine and even greate r humiliation and suf:fering 
at Valley Forge . Tom Cres twell tries to see Nancy but is 
denied permission to do so . This , however, does n ' t pre -
vent him from informing Wasnington of the elder Crest-
well's double - dealing . A follower of the king , the tory 
fei gns interest i n the cause of the r ebe ls but does his 
utmost to undermine Washington among the members of the 
Continental Congress . With the illness of his son, the 
father relents and pledges his entire support to the 
battle for independence . 
TITLE: The Young Years 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
1 
B o Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review-facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing. by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GE.NERAL RATING : 1 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
For f urther clarification of these ratings 
see the ·beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Junior High 
2 
2 
I 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3-1037 B 
Titl e : The Man Who Marr i ed a Dumb Wife 
Author : Anatole Fr ance 
Favor i te Story of Helen Traubel, Ope r a Star 
Type of Story: Comedy 
Leading Characters: 
Judge Botal---- - --- - ----Ronal d Colman 
Catheri ne , his wife-----Bea. Benedett e 
Adam Fumee------- - ---- - - Hans Conried 
The Doctor ------------ - - Louis Van Rue 
The Story : Part I 
18H 
To his fr i end who is seeking legal advice , the judge , 
i nstead, recounts h i s own mari tal wo es . Al though extreme-
ly beautiful, hi s wi fe is dumb . This has its di sadvant-
age s , naturally, when it comes to making love . The 
friend r e commends a famous doctor , who can cure his wife . 
However , once the cure is brought about , the judge has 
cause to regret his wife 1 s newly- acquired garru l ousness . 
Wi th her demands for service , new c l othes , gifts and 
favors , the poor man i s almost driven out of h i s mind. 
Vfhat was once a doci l e , demure , uncomplaini ng companion 
is now a ranting , screeching t ermagant . 
Part II 
Again Fumee pays a vi sit to the judge . Again the 
judge has a sad tale to te l l . Now, Adam Fumee l ear ns , 
the wi f e tal ks too much, whereas formerly she talked 
not at a l l . Act i ng on the advi ce of Fumee , the d i s -
traught husband agai n seeks the service of the doctor 
who cured Catherine . To his chagr in, he learns that 
noth i ng can 1:5e done about the woman now that her speech 
has been restored . He does learn, however , that the doc-
tor has a magic powder which , when placed i n the ears, 
will make one oblivious to all noise . The ince ssant 
cack ling of his wife convinces the judge it is the only 
way if he wishes to preserve his sanity . 

Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1038 A 
Tit le : The Vendetta 
Author : Guy de Maupassant 
Favorite Story of Barry James , Orchestra Leader 
Type of Story : Suspense 
Leading Characters : 
The Wi dow---------------Gl oria Gordon 
Nichol as----------------Edmund McDonald 
The Story : Part I 
In a cottage perched on a cliff overlooking the sea 
s i t the widow Sabborine e.nd her daughter . Suddenly they 
are interrupted in their work o f mending the f i shi ng nets , 
when the door is opened and the body of their son and 
brother Antoine is unceremoni ous ly dumped on t he f loor . 
Ni cho las, who stands i n the open door , announces he has 
killed t he lad before he himself coul d be killed . Pre -
t e ndi ng to b e re s i gned to her fate , since th is is not an 
uncommon occurence i n this Corsican village , s he weeps 
softly . With the passing of time she plots for Nicholas 
a cruel death, i n which the dog Samolanti is to figure 
prominen tly . 
Part I I 
For days at a time the widow starves t he dog and 
trains it to attack a dummy s he calls Assas sin . · Th is 
she accomplishes by placing the food i nside the clo thi ng 
of the dummy and by a llowing the hunger-crazed animal to 
gets its !i1eage r sustenance , onl y by t e aring the manni k in 
to b i ts . Diabo lical l y she wa i ts until Ni cholas is about 
to be married befo r e executing her plan . On the eve of 
t he young man ' s marriage she invites him to her hous e . 
Against the a dvice of his friends who suspe c t the old 
woman ' s cunni ng , Nicholas n arches bravely to his death, 
for once inside the widow ' s home , he is l ured to the 
cellar where the mad dog is set upon him, and he is torn 
to pieces . 
TITLE: The Vendetta 
EVALUATION: 
A o Sound and musical effects 
Rating 
3 
B o Social value 
c . Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children 's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 3 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
:; indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further c larification of these ratings 
see ·the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: College 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
!J2 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3- 1038 B 
Title : Green Mans ions 
Author : W. H . Hudson 
Favorite Story of Dinah Shore , Popular Ballardis t 
Type of Story : Mystery 
Leading Characters : 
Rima------ --------------Janet Waldo 
Abel-------------- - -- - - - Benny Kroger 
The Story : Part I 
For political reasons, the man Abe l, we d i scover , is 
forced to flee Caracas, capital city of Venezuela . Te·r -
rified , he travels without stopping unt i l at last from 
sheer exham3 t ion he stumbles and fal ls to the ground . On 
regaining consciousness , he finds himself in a but pre'-
sided over by an indi an chief . Restored to health, he, is 
warned to stay out of the jungle tba t lies a short di~:­
tance away . Unaf'raid , Abel wanders off into the jungle , 
and discover s not only the b r eath- taking beauty of the1se 
green mans ions but also the lovely jungle g i rl , R ima. 
The l atter disappears as mysteriously as she appears . 
Howe ver, a poisonous snake proves his downfal l and onc:e 
a gain he falls unconsci ous . 
Part II 
Rima proves to be f lesh and blood, f'or this time 
when he wakes , he finds himself in the hut of the young 
girl and her grandfathe·r . Later , after a d i sappointi ng 
and long-awaited trip to the village of her mothor , Ri.nm 
finds the village burned to the ground. Her grandfatt.ter 
is forced to tell how Rima 1 s mother , the only survivor 
of the f ire, fled in terror i n to the jungle . Further , 
he explains that Rima is truly a daughter of the jungle , 
warning the animals of the approach of the hunter and 
thereby earning t he hatred of the latter . Rima and Abel 
eventually fa l l in love, but before they can be marrield , 
the y-oung girl i s a t last flushed out of her hiding place 
by the indian chief and his warriors and is killed . 
Learning this , Abe~ kills the chief, while vowing eter•nal 
love for the wild jungle creature . 

Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1039 A 
Title : The Son's Veto 
Author : Thomas Hardy 
Favorite Story of Fred Mac15urray, .Movie- Actor 
Type of Story : Romance 
Leading Characters : 
Sophy------- - --- - --- -- - - Edna Best 
Sam Babson--------------William Conrad 
The Story : Part I 
195 
Forty miles from London in the v i l l age of Gaymead , 
County Wessex , live s a beautiful young servant girl, 
Sophy, beloved of two men . From Sam Hobson, the garden-
er , she expects a de c l aration of l ove , but she considers 
herself unworthy of the affections of her employer , Rev . 
Twycott . And yet , not l ong after the death of the rec-
tor's wi fe , Sophy becomes the new mi stress of the rectory . 
From that moment , however , their lives gradually become 
unbearable . The vicar ' s marr i age results i n l oss of 
social prestige , so that eventually he i s reduced to one 
of the poorest parisnes in London ; Sophy is belittled for 
her poor grammar not only by her husband but by their 
son Randolph . 
Part II 
Sophy, now a widow and with her son at Oxforct, re -
ceives an unexpected but very welcome cal ler, her old 
adm irer , Sam Hobson . Before the day is over , Sam pro -
poses marriage to Sophy and is accepted . Later~ Ran-
dolph berates his mother for considering a union with 
such a country boor , and even extracts a pvbmise from her 
that she won ' t marry without his consent . Sam pers i sts 
in his courtship, even writing secretly to Sophy . Row-
ever , Handolph so effectively blocks every attempt of' 
Sam to communi cate with Sophy that the latter soon dies , 
thinking t hat she has been forgotten by her dear Sam . 
TITLE : The Son ' s Veto 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B o Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to g ive suggestions for children ' s acting 
r. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j o to stimulate furt her reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
~ indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarificat i on of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
96 
Rat ins 
~ 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1039 B 
Title : Rhythm 
Author : Ring Lardner 
Favori te Story of Rube Goldberg , Cartooni st 
Type of Story : Character Study 
Leading Character : 
Har ry Hart , Songwriter--Johnny Mercer 
The Story: Part I 
This is the story of Harry Hart , tin- pan alley 
success, who suddenly goes high- brow and deserts his two 
best friends , his lyri cist Benny Kane and his girl Rita 
Narlowe . A concert at Carnegie Hall and rave notices 
result in a contract to do a musical show fo r Green, the 
Broadway producer. For writing the l yrics, nobody but 
the " l ong- hair", Spencer Deal , will satisfy Hart . Kane 
just won ' t do . The completed musical is rejected by 
Green, because t he l yrics are unsatisfactory . Rejected 
a ll along Broadway , Hart finally turns to Benny and Rita 
for hel p and sympathy . 
Part II 
Restored to normal , the song- writing team of Hart 
and Kane has one hit after another . In the midst of 
the i r success , Benny charges Hart with plagiarism from 
one of the old masters . The theft is readil y and brazen-
ly admitted . A qua rrel follows , again the partners sep-
arate , but t his time , Hart goes on alone to even greater 
success. Even in love he is successful , for he retains 
the l oyal ty and devoti on of hi s faithful Rita . At the 
very mom.ent Hart is proposing to Miss Marlowe , the most 
impor tant music cri tic i n town approaches him, praises 
his work , and assures him he should be doing ~ something 
more serious musically . Shortly afterwards , a long 
article of praise by the same critic persuades Hart to 
go 11 long- hair 11 aga i n . 
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TITLE : Rhythm 
EVALUATION : 
A o Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social valne 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E o Educational value : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a mode 1 fo~r oral readi ng 
b . to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fai r 4 indicate:s poor 
For fUrther clarification of t hese ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior Hi gh 
Rating 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No. : FS 3-3-1040 A 
Title : The Bet 
Author: Anton Chekov 
Favorite Story of Charles Boyer, Actor 
Type of Story : Suspense 
Leading Characters: 
Simeon Ivanoff------ - ---John Beal 
Wealthy Man-------------William Conrad 
The Story : Part I 
In the course of a heated discussion on capital pun-
ishment , a most curious bet is made. Si meon Ivanoff, a 
young lawyer, claims that money is more i mportant than 
one's freedom; to prove it he offers to undergo 15 years 
i mprisonment in exchange f or two million rubles . Stark-
ovic, the wealthy land- owner with whom he makes the bet, 
locks the youth in a brick cottage on his estate and does 
not allow him to see or communicate with anyone but the 
owner himself . He is allowed every creature comfort--
books , piano, food, light and beat. Now, we learn , t h is 
is t he eve of the final day ; at midnight tomorrow the 
fifteen years are up and the d ebt will be paid . 
Part II 
We are carried back to the early days of Simeon's 
imprisonment, and we bear his wild ravings as he rebels 
at his self- imposed isolation from society . With his 
interest in books and the piano aroused, gradually he 
becomes reconci led in the enjoyment of these new pursuits . 
Leaving Simeon for a while, we learn that Starkovic has 
lost most of his fortune, and does not plan to honor h is 
debt . A short t ime before his debt is due , however, he 
sells everything he owns that he mi ght meet his obliga-
tion to young Simeon . The latter , meanwhile, has found 
all he needs in his books , and a few minutes before his 
time is up , be steps out of the cottage . A loser? Vfho 
shall say? 

Cat alog No .: FS 3-3-1040 B 
Ti t l e : The Val iant 
Author : Robert Middlemass and Halworthy Hall 
Favori te Story of Bob Hope , Comedian 
Type of Stor y : Tragedy 
Leadi ng Characters : 
201 
James Dyke , prisoner----Fr ank Lovejoy 
Warden---------------- - - William Conrad 
The Girl----------------Janet Wal do 
The Story : Part I 
Thunde r and lightning add to the drama of the im-
pending execution of James Dyke , the man condemned to die 
in an hour . Four thousand people have c l aimed kinship 
with thi s unfortunate man who has refused to reveal his 
true i dentity . His only words are b i s repe ated assert -
ion that he is prepared to d i e for killi ng a man who so 
richl y deserved his fate . On the order of the governor , 
the execution fs stayed until the pri soner can be i nter -
viewed by a young lady ~ho is convinced the condemned man 
is her brother. 
Part II 
Left al one wi th t he prisoner , Jo se phine Paris tells 
of her mother, who is sick , and of her brother Joe , whom 
she hasn ' t seen for over eight years. Convinced t h at the 
man before he r is Joe , she recites poetry that her b r oth-
er taught her , and by pretending to forget some lines 
from Shakespeare , hopes he wi l l unconscious l y prompt her . 
This ruse fails . However , . he comforts her with the know-
l edge that her mother will be relieved to know her son is 
not a mur derer . Furthe r, he pretends he knew a Joe Par is 
who died heroically i n the l ast war . A parting kiss i s 
all be asks from the young g i rl . As the l atter l eaves, 
she r ecites Jul i e t ' s lines be ginning with, " Goodni ght , 
goodnight . Parti ng i s such sweet sorrow--" When the 
door closes , we know his true identity when we hear him 
utter Romeo ' s repl y . 
TITLE: The Valiant 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ra tin5 
2 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
ao to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h . to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 i ndicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the he-ginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior High 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
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Catal og No .: FS 3-3-1041 A 
Tit le: The Maniac 
Author : Maurice Level 
Favorite Story of Al Jolson, Si nger 
Type of Story: Mystery 
Leading Characters: 
Cyclist-----------------Jeff Corey 
The Maniac-------- - --- - - John Huston 
The Story: Part I 
20!.; 
In the role of psychiatri sts , one mi ght say , we 
listen to the tortured thoughts of a twisted brain . From 
earliest childhood , our patient tells us , he had loo ked 
for excitement in every situation that confronted him . 
Re primands, even medical help , did not help his high-
strung behavior . However , one night all he ever longed 
for came to h i m in a dream. That shiny , twisting , crash-
ing name l ess something came hurt l ing at him . Night after 
night it awakened him, drenched as he was in a cold sweat . 
And then he found its livi ng counterpart, t he daring cyc-
list on his shiny machine , promising to twist and turn in 
seemingl y i mpossible loops . All this and more, the per-
former promised those who would pay to witness his act . 
Part II 
"Seated in the the a t re box in full view of the per-
former, I awaited his act . Disappointed , I watched the 
cyclist , high above the stage, flash through his loops 
and come to a harmless stop . Ni ght after night I waited 
for t he accident t hat never came . However, before long 
I sought out the cyclist who recognized his most ardent 
admirer . It was then he revealed the reason for his 
steady nerves and f l awless performance. Before he start-
ed each evening he fixed his eyes on some familiar and 
immovable object ; he had chosen me . That night as he 
started his ride, I rose from my seat , stepped from the 
box , and listened e cs t atically for the screams of the 
audience and the deafening crash that inevitably followed •" 
TITLE: The Maniac 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical e ffects 
B o Social valtle 
Co Characte rization , acting and speech 
Do En t er tainment value 
E o Educational va l ue : 
ao to deve lop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c . to r eview f acts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions £or children ' s acting 
f. to aid in original writing by ch ildre n 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j o to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 3 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 i ndicates exce llent 
2 i ndicates good 
3 i ndicates f ai r 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see ·the beginning of t his chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL : Senior Hi gh 
20 
Rati ng 
; 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
========9F==========·~ ---=~~======= 
Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1041 B 
Title: Youth 
Author: Joseph Conrad 
Favorite Story of H. L. Mencken, Literarz Critic 
Type of Story: Adventure 
Leading Character: 
Mr . Marlow, youpg sailor--Wm. Conrad 
The Story: Part I 
In the person of young Mr. Marlow1 the second mate 
of the Judea , we are sailing for. Newcastle. There we are 
to load 600 tons of coal and sail 15,000 miles under ful 
canvas for Bangkok . But wind, gales and snow delay us 1 
days. When we finally reach our destination-1 an explos-
ion below de.cks prevents us from leaving port for a 
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month. Underway at last, the Judea under her new skipper.~, 
Capt. Beard, makes her way through sunny, wintry weather 
and is headed for the Orient . A terrific storm overtake 
our ship, and soon it is leaking badly. 
Part I I 
Despite the gaping hole in the side of the vessal 
and the necessity for returning to Newcastle , this is a 
grand adventure that appeals to the youth in; 1.us. When 
the crew and even the rats desert the ship in port, the 
feeling of recklessness that is youth eternal tips the 
balance in favor of the ship and we stay on with Capt . ' 
Beard. Two months at sea bring more misfortune to the 
ill- fated Judea: a fire in the hold, an explosion that 
shatters the decks, and·we are cast adrift on strange, 
dark waters. Morning finds us within sight of exciting 
brown faces on a strange shore , and once more our youth, 
undaunted, cries out for the new adventures that lie 
before us. 
------·- - ----····---====== = ===== = =====!!= == 
TITLE: Youth 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Rating ; 
Bo Social val ue 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates exce l lent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
~ee the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
20€ 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3-104,2 A 
Title : The Jest of Hahalaba 
--- ---- -- ----~--
Author : Lord Dunsany 
Favorite Story of Frank Capra , Movie -Director 
Type of Story : Fantasy 
Leading Character: 
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Sir Arthur------- - - ----- Joseph Kearns 
The Story : Part I 
Sir Arthur, English baronet in need of cash, employs 
a notorious dealer i n black magic to provide him with 
news of the future . Over the protests of the magician 
and with the aid of a ma gic powder , Hahalaba , the Spirit 
of Laughter , is summoned to do Sir Arthur ' s b i dding . One 
request only will be granted, and the Engl ishman ask s for 
the as yet unpublished editions of t he London Times for 
the nex t year . With such advance knowledge of the stock-
market and horse races i n his possession, the gentlema n 's 
fortune is assured . 
Part II 
By way of payment for the ma gician's service , Sir 
Arthur offers him the name of the winner in the coming 
Derby, Oralia . This he writes on a slip of paper and 
places on the mantle . The ma gician, terrified , will not 
touch the paper and makes a hasty departure . Gloating 
over his advance knowl edge of the stock market , Sir Arthur 
hurriedly skims through each paper until he comes to the 
edition that is to be published t he next morning . Horr-
ifie d , he reads of his sudden demise; the shock of this 
causes heart-failure and neath . With the laughter of 
Hahalaba in the background , the butler enters the library, 
finds his mas t er dead on the floor , and scoffs at the 
name Oralia which he finds on a piece of paper . Oralia , 
he i s sure , hasn ' t a chance i n the Derby . 
TITLE: The Jest of Hahalaba 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B o Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
ao to develop desirable attitudes 
bo to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
Co to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
eo to give suggestions for children's acting 
fo to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellen t 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clari~ication of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
Rating 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Catalog No. : FS 3-3-1042 B 
Title : The Blue Danube 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E . Lee 
Favorite Story of Jeanette McDonald , Concert Singer 
Type of Story : Bi ography 
Leading Character : 
J . Strauss , the elder---Benny Kroger 
The Story: Part I 
All Vienna is enthralled by it~ King o~ the Waltz, 
Johann Strauss , the elder . That Johann and Vienna are 
truly in love with each other is evidenced by the tre-
mendous popularity o~ the great musician and his compos i~ 
tiona sprung from the heart of the city . Somewhat less 
than popular is Strauss in his o.wn home' . There he bas 
to cope with a wi~e be has ne glected and with a young 
son who has his heart set on following in his father ' s 
footsteps. However, knowing in his heart the uncertainty 
of fame , the elder Strauss suppresses his son ' s musical 
ambition . The boy ' s mother , out of spite , does every-
thing pas sible to nurture the child 1 s genius , so that one 
day he may outshine his father . 
Part II 
After his command per~ormance, the elder Straus s 
is summoned to the Emperor ' s private box , and the two 
"l<:ingsn face each other . To Johann is entrusted the 
honor and responsibi lity of arranging all court music 
for future state occasions . Inwardl y the honored man 
feels the hollowness of his success, for he has ~ailed 
as a husband and father . At this time , unknown to his 
father, young Johann is ready for his debut . After play-
ing one of his father ' s compositions , he plays his Blue 
Danube for the first time . Wild applause breaks from 
the audience , and a new king is born . In the ~inal scene 
Johann is reconciled with his dyi ng father . 
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TITLE: The Bl ue Danube 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
1 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
Co to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model fo·r oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
'5 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
21 
Catalog No . : FS 3-3-1043 A 
Title : The Piece of Str ing 
Author : Guy de Maupassant 
Favorite Story of Jean Hersholt, Movie- Actor 
Type of Story: Mystery 
Leading Character : 
Hauchecorne----------- - -Herbert Butterfield 
The Story: Part I 
21_1 
Accompanied by his niece Seraphim, lJ!ons . Rauche -
corne i s on his way to mar1cet in t ·he neighboring Norman-
dy town. As he walks past the house of a hated acquaint-
ance, he stoops and picks up a piece of string . This in-
offensive bit of string assumes major L~portance when 
his rival, Mons . Malandain, swears he saw Hauchecorne 
pick up a purse of money that has been lost . Summo ned 
before the mayor, the accused protests his innocence, but 
he is greeted with sneers and suspicious looks. 
Part II 
None of Hauchecorne's acquaintances will believe 
his find was a piece of string, and the si tuation becomes 
unbearable when his niece Seraphim begins to suspect him . 
To make matters worse Seraphim ' s young man is forbidden 
by his parents to visit the house of a thief. Even when 
the purse is mysteriously returned to the owner, the 
accused is still not c l eared of suspicion . All believe 
that he is the one who has secretly returned the money . 
Only when he is dying and 1 t is too late to be of' comfort 
do the vill a gers assure the old man that t hey believe his 
story . 
TITLE : The Piece of String 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment val ue 
E o Educational val ue : 
a. to develop desirab le a ttitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children ' s acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model far oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to .stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
3 indicates fair 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High and Senior Hi gh 
2J!... 
Rat1nf5 ; 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1043 B 
Title : The Strange Val ley 
Author : H. G. Well s 
Favor1t~ Story of Gl adys Swarthout, Concert Singe~ 
Type of Story : Fantasy 
Leading Character : 
Juan Francisco Nunez- - --Ronald Colman 
The Story : Part I 
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Legends tell of the lost val ley not too far from 
Chimborazo , one of the highest peaks of the South Amer-
ican Andes . Juan Francisco Nunez has read these legends, 
but when he leaves Bogott as a paid guide for a party of 
mountain climbers , he does not realize how soon he is to 
d iscover t he Valley of the Blind . A sudden slip , a 
plunge of many feet , and Juan is left for dead t Waking 
later, he stumbled onto t he long- lost valley and meets 
the love l y Medina and the other bli nd inhabitants . These 
people do not understand many of the stranger ' s words . 
1 3lind 1 and 1 see 1 in particular puzzle t hem . 
Part II 
The elders amaze Nunez with their conception of the 
worl d and its l i mi t ations . To such people , who for gen-
erations have not known the thri ll and beauty of light , 
it is difficult to explai n the moon , the sun and the 
stars . Medina , for her part , tries to convince him that 
he has exaggerated the importance of sight to the de tri-
·mont of hearing . The pleasant sounds of the world are 
countless , she assures him. Nunez in his anger strikes 
m1consc1ous a man who ridicules him , flees from the vill-
a ge , but is forced to return and be g for giveness . Real-
izing now that he is in love with Medina , he finds that 
he can marry he r only if he is willing to become one of 
her people by sacrificing his sight . This he refuses to 
do , and goes away dreaming of a lost love and a l ost 
world . 

Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1044 A 
Title : Long Ago 
Author : Thomas Bai l ey Aldrich 
~orite St ory of Gene Kelly , Dancer 
Type of Story : Romanc e 
Leading Characters : 
Jack Fleming------------John Beal 
Edward Delaney--- - ---- - -Richard Denning 
2.15 
The Story : Part I 
In the days of William Howard Taft and the Gibson 
Girl, we find ourselves fo llowing the adventures of two 
Princeton students, Jack Fleming and Ned De laney . These 
adventures are i nter r upted by Ned ' s call t o the side of 
his ailing father in New Hampshire , and are c limaxed 
when Jack slips at graduation a nd breaks his leg . There 
follows a steady correspondence between the two f riends, 
and Ned tells of his beautiful neighbor across the street, 
Mi ss Dahl . Before many weeks Jack is in love with this 
young lady, although be has never seen her. Hearing t hat 
she has a sui tor , he hurries to New Hampshire , crutches 
and all . 
Part II 
Alighting from the train at Hampton , N. H. , Jack 
learns that his dream girl i s a figment of Ned ' s imagina-
tion. She was created , he is t old , to cheer him up dur-
ing his confinement with the broken l eg . Angered at hav-
ing been duped , Jack quarrels with h i s friend and returns 
home . Ei ghteen years later we read over Jack ' s shoulder 
a letter t o his old friend . In it he tells of his re gret 
a t the way they parted years ago , how he met his lovely 
wi f e Gert, and ho w at the moment his lovely b l onde 
daughter , named Marjorie after his dream girl , is on the 
porch entertaining , of all people , Edward Delaney, Jr . 
TITLE: Long Ago 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
Eo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
bo to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a mode 1 fo·r oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indi cates fatr 
4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior Hi gh and Senior Hi gh 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1044 B 
Tit le: The Assignation 
Author : Edgar Allan Poe 
Favorite Story of Dr . Lee de Forest, Inventor 
Type of Story : Adventure 
Leading Characters : 
Poe t--------------------William Conrad 
Man in Black---- --- -----Raymond Burr 
The Story: Part I 
In the midst of all that is typical of Venice , an 
American poet, lolling in a gondola , is disturbed in his 
reverie by a shrill scream. A distraught mother watches 
terrified as a. man in black breaks the surface of the 
canal water , her baby safe in his arms . The American 
overhears the rescuer declare .·his love for the young 
mother . Obvious l y they have been l overs, so that he is 
not surprised to hear the man arrange an assignation 
with the Marchesa for one hour after sunrise on the foll-
owing day . The poet offers the man in black a ride , and 
from him he receives an invitation to breakfast on the 
fo llowing morning . Also , he learns of the young March-
esa ' s evil husband , Men toni , the Fox of Venice . 
Part II 
Puzzled as to why he should be invited to breakfast 
with a man who one hour later hopes to elope with anoth-
er's wife, the American sleeps little. Despite his :fears 
that it might be an attempt to silence him , he visits 
His Excellency in his sumptuous lodgings . There he sees 
a portrait of the beautifUl Marchesa , and learns how des -
pite her love for his host she was forced into marriag e 
with the Mentoni . At this point the story is interrupted 
by the .. arrival of the Marches a 1 s mai d , who tearfully 
announces the death of her mistress by poison . Turning 
to his host , who has been reclining on a nearby couch , 
the poet gets no response to his question . The over-
turned goblet, however , i ndicates that His Excellency 
has after all kept his assignation with the Marchesa. 
21_7 
TITLE: The Assignation 
EVaLUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Ratins 
3 
Bo Social value 
C. Characterization, acting and speech 
D o Entertainment value 
E. Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j . to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 3 
Note: In the above ratings: 
l indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
' indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: College 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
21 8 
4 

TITLE: A Work of Art 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curricu lum unit under way 
Co to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
fo to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j o to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
. 1 indi,cates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the beg inn-ing of this chapter . 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Ratins 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Catalog No .: FS 3- 3- 1045 B 
Title : All~ Children 
Author : J . Lawrence and R . E . Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of Henry Ford , I I , Industrialist 
Type of Story : Biography 
Leading Character : 
Jane Adams------- -------Helen Craig 
The Story : Part I 
2 2:1 
Through a reporter of one of the leading dailies , we 
meet Jane Adams in her hotel room . On the eve of sailing 
for Europe and the Nobel Prize , she asks the reporter to 
dwe l l not on her but on Hul l House . It is here we learn 
of her early struggles in the settlement house on Hal-
stead Street and the many obstacles that confronted her 
in her desire to help the... unfortunate children in the 
ne i ghborhood . \~en the windows of the ·settlement house 
are broken by neighborhood toughs , she is on the point of 
surrendering when she is reminded of the good she has 
done for the youngsters . 
Part II 
From the lips of Miss Adams we hear the pathetic 
s tory of Alix , the little immigrant boy she found sitting 
on her doorstep that co l d wintry day . , Ri diculed by his 
pl aymates as a foreigner who cannot speak English, he is 
comforted by the great lady of the settlement house . It 
is she who teaches him correct English and provides the 
proper guidance he needc . ' It is she who proves to the 
children of the neighborhood their equality as young Amer-
icans . Next , the reporter reveals he is no reporter at 
a l l , but is there to de l ay her d epar ture , so that she may 
attend a reception in t he .• unain ballroom. At this testi -
monial she nee ta all her former 11 children11 , now grown men 
and women and living examples o f her good work . 
TITLE : All _Ml Children 
EVALUATION : 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
c. Characte r ization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational val ue : 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f. to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral r~ading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
1. to s t i mula te informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note : In the above ratings : 
l indicates excellent 
2 i ndicates good 
; indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further cl arification of these rat i ngs 
see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High 
222 
Ra.t ine; 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 





TITLE: The Roll Call of the Reefs 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B. Social value 
c. Characterization, acting and speech 
D. Entertainment value 
E . Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
do to sugges t things to do 
eo to give suggestions for children's acting 
fo to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model far oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate i nformal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
~ indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the ·beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Ratins 
I 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 


Catalog No .: FS 3- :3 -1048 A 
Title : Francesca d~ Rimini 
Author : J . Lawrence and R. E. Lee (Adaption) 
Favorite Story of pana Andrews , 1\~ovie -Actor 
Type of Story: Tragedy 
Leading Characters: 
Francesea---------------Betty Lou Gersten 
Paolo da Rimini---------Davi d El lis 
His bro the:r , the 
hunchback--------------Benny Kro ger 
The Story : Part I 
Paolo da Rimi :ni listens to h is afflicted brother 
pour out his love .for the beau tiful Francesca , whom he 
worships from afar . Aware of the handicap under which 
his hunchbacked brother would be in wooing the young 
lady, Paolo goes t o he r father and arr anges for his de-
formed brother to marry Francesca . The latter weepingly 
te l ls her confidante , Bianca, that she is to marry a man 
she has never seen . ~~en she sees Paolo , she believes 
he is her suitor a.nd is happy . At the wedding, however, 
she almosts faints from horror when t he hunchback steps 
forward as her int·ended husband . 
Part II 
Longing to be back in Ravenna , the 'YOung bride 
writes and tells B.ianca of her mi sery . Her husband , hop-
ing to cheer her u;p and over her protest s , summons his 
gay and handsome b:rother Paolo to return from a trip . 
Scandal-mongers soon convince the hunchback that his wife 
and Paolo are lovers . Although the young couple ar e in 
love with each other , they are innocent of any wrong-
doing . Because of his loyalty to his brother and his 
love and respect f •or his brother ' s wife~ Paolo decides 
to leave and begs Francesca for a farewell kiss . The 
hunchback finds them in each other ' s arms , kills them, 
and as a punishment i s left to mourn the only .two people 
he ever r eally loved . 
231 


TITLE: The Gambler 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
Bo Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b . to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
Co to review facts 
do to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
fo to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model f ar oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate informal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING : 2 
Note: In the above ratings : 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates fa~r 4 indicates poor 
For further c larificat ion of these ratings 
·see the beginning of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior Hi gh 
Rating 
:; 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Catal og No .: FS 3- ;S -1049 A 
Ti t l e : The Flying Dutchman 
Author: J . Lawrenco and R . E . Lee {Adaption) 
Favorite Story of JC..Ore tta Young , Movie- Actress 
Type of Story : Fan 1t;asy 
Leading Characters : 
(No credits g iven) 
The Story : Part I 
Irked by her lsdrnirer ' s refusal to g ive up the sea 
and not certain sh~~ real l y loves him, Juliana demands 
the impossible . If she is to marry young William Vand-
erbeken , he must pJrove his worth by breaking the sail ing · 
record from Holland to Madagascar and back. Misfortune 
overtakes the young captain and his ship as they round 
Cape Horn . In return for his life , the Devil forces h i m 
to wander the seas as a ghost - captain of a ghost- ship . 
Onl y the l ove of a fait hf u l woman wil l re l ease hi m from 
the spel l . To search for this woman he is allowed to go 
ashore for one day every seven years. 
Part II 
After many yelirs , William wanders ashore on one of 
his periodic miss i ons and f i nds the l ovely young g irl , 
Julie . Seated in a waterfront cafe , he gives her a coin 
to pl ay the strang~9 music comi ng from the juke-box . 
Then he tells her of his role of the Fl ying Dutchman . 
The strange coin h(~ had prev\l.ously given her convinces 
her he is telling 1Ghe truth, and a t his sug gestion she 
a grees to wait sev<~n years for him . At the appointed 
time , he finds Ju l 1e waiting for him, ar:d he is no l onge r 
forced to roam the seas , despite the tales of many a mar-
iner to the contrar y . 
TITLE: The Fly~ng Dutchman 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
Bo Social value 
Co Characterization, acting and speech 
Do Entertainment value 
E o Educational value: 
a. to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit upder way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g. to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i. to stimulate i nformal acting for group 
activity 
jo to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RATING: 2 
Note: In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
; indicates fair 4 indicates poor 
Rating 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the ·beginrrtng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Junior High and Senior High 
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Catalog No .: FS 3-3-1049 B 
Title: Judgment of Paris 
Author: Leonard Merrick 
Favorite Story of Cornelia Otis Skin.~, Monologist 
Type of Story : Comedy 
Leading Characters : 
Rubichon-- --------------Alan Reed 
Kankar---- --------------Hans Conried 
The Story : Part I 
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After years of courtship, Rubichon and Kankar force 
Suzanne to choose between them . This decision, she says, 
will be l eft to the judgment of the City of Paris ; the 
better actor will be her choice . Essentially a comedy 
team, they are ridiculed when they attempt tragedy . In 
essaying Hamlet, the stout Rubichon, the manager says, 
would be hailed as the Melancholy Hippopotamus; the lean 
skinny Kankar as Cyrano would be hooted off the stage. 
Rubichon has a brilliant inspiration . When the Paris ex-
ecutioner plans to retire and go on a lectu.re tour, re-
counting his experiences, Rubichon, for a sizeable sum 
of money , is allowed to pose as the .man all Paris look s 
upon as a murderer . Poor Kankar is now convinced he has 
lost. 
Part II 
Made up to look like Jacques, the executione r , Rub-
i chon hears that a Marquis is in the audience . Flattered 
by this signal honor, he strolls on stage, and after 
curdling the blood of his audience with his tales of 
horro r, he is acclaimed wildly when t he curtain falls . 
As t he honored dinner guest of the Marquis, Rubichon dis -
covers that years a go be supposedly executed the innocent 
son of his noble host . The l atter , he learns , has given 
him poisoned wine . In revealing his true identity, Rub-
ichon feels he will have his revenge, but is amazed to 
learn that the Marquis is h is friend Kankar , ad.:judged by 
Paris to be the better actor . 
TITLE: Judgment of Paris 
EVALUATION: 
Ao Sound and musical effects 
B o Social value 
c . Characterization, acting and speech 
D o Entertainment value 
E o Educational val ue : 
a . to develop desirable attitudes 
b. to supplement a curriculum unit under way 
c. to review facts 
d. to suggest things to do 
e. to give suggestions for children's acting 
f . to aid in original writing by children 
g . to supply a model for oral reading 
h. to aid in speech and diction 
i . to st i mulate informal acting for group 
activity 
j. to stimulate further reading 
GENERAL RAT I NG: 2 
Note : In the above ratings: 
1 indicates excellent 
2 indicates good 
3 indicates f a ir 4 indicates poor 
For further clarification of these ratings 
see the ~eginn~ng of this chapter. 
RECOMMENDED LEVEL: Senior High 
Rati ns 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
CHAPI'ER IV 
CONCLUSION 
That the audio- visual department is an ind ispensab le 
part of modern education no one will deny . If the prime 
purpose of audio - aids is to elimi nate the verbalisms tbat 
were the curse of t he traditional method of education , we 
can at least approve of their intent , if not t heir effect -
iveness . And -yet , their effect iveness is qu ite a pparent 
since it has been eas y to cite competent educators who be -
lieve that audio - visual aids aupply the proper foundation 
on which t o build permanent learning . These adjuncts to 
learning , these mechanical aids , are the very real means of 
mak ing learning deep , efficient a nd varied . 
Gi ven these general conclusions as a basis on which 
to proceed , we can t hen exami ne with profit t he role o f the 
recording i n achieving the goals of all progressive educa-
tors--namely, engendering in the pupi l worthwhile habits , 
des irab le attitudes and meaningful generalizations . 
We learned that one f ifth of all the schools equi pped · 
for playing records can play t he r ecor d ing and f rom author-
ities cited we have learned that only i gnorance of sources 
for recor dings and prope r evaluations have prevented this 
e ducational a i d f r om as suming as Lmporta.nt a role in the 
c lassroom as t he motion pic ture . 
Indeed , the one conclusion that must be stressed to 
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SUMMARY TABLE 


SUMMARY TABLE.!/ 
EVALUATIONSY GENERAL 
TITLE AUTHOR TYPE · S SV C EnV EdV RATING 
LOdging for a. Night R. L. Stevenson Adventure 3 4 3 3 3 3 
Long Ago T . B. Aldrich Romance 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Looking Backward E . Bellamy Fantasy 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Lost Horizon James Hil ton Adventure 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Man From Yesterday, The M. Level Suspense 3 2 2 2 2 2 Maniac, The M. Lev:e 1 Mys tery 3 3 2 3 3 3 Man Who Made Gold, The F. O'Brien Mystery 3 2 2 2 2 2 
Man Who Married a Dumb 
Wife A. France Comedy 3 2 2 2 2 2 
Man Who Sold His 
Shadow to the Devil A. VonCha.misso Fantasy 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Man Without a Country E. E. Hale Psy. Study 3 2 2 2 1 2 
Mary Queen of Scots Lawrence and Lee Historical l 1 l l 1 l 
Mayer ling LS.wrence and Lee Romance 2 4 2 2 2 2 
Moby Dick H. Melville Adventure 2 1 1 2 1 1 
Monkey's Paw, The w. w .• Jacobs Mystery l 2 1 1 2 1 
Moons tone 1 The w. Collins Mys tery 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Mr . Shakespeare Lawrence and Lee Satire 3 3 2 3 3 3 Mutineers of the Bounty Nordhoff & Hall Adventure 1 2 1 2 2 2 
Mystery of Room 323 Lawrence and Lee Mys tery 3 2 1 1 2 2 
Necklace, The G. deMaupassant Suspense 3 2 2 2 2 2 
Oli ver Twist Charles Dickens Adventure 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Peter Ibbetson G. duMaurier Tragedy 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Phantom Rickshaw , The R . Kipling Mystery 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Piece of String, A D. deMaupassant Mys tery 3 1 2 2 2 2 
1/1 "excellent" "fair11 Y Evaluation abbreviations indicates R indicates 2 indicates "good 11 indicates "poor" explained at end of 
Summary Table 
l\j 
~ 
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